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Abstract
A study was conducted in order to investigate the perceptions ofboth primary
caregivers and early intervention (EI) occupational therapists (OTs) in regards to the
implementation and importance of family-centered care (FCC). Twenty-six caregivers
and sixteen OTs, which also included twelve pairs of families and their corresponding
OT, participated in the study by completing a modified version of the Family-centered
Program Rating Scale (FCPRS) and a demographic questionnaire. The OTs also
completed the Factor's Affecting the Implementation of FCC questionnaire.
The data obtained were analyzed in two ways. When all participants' data were
used the analysis was as two independent'goups. When only the data from the
caregivers' and their corresponding OTs were used the data were analyzed as matched
pairs. Seven subscales ofFCC were utilized for analysis.
Descriptive statistics were used to determine the degree to which FCC was
implemented, the areds ofFCC that rvere most implemented and valued, and the potential
facilitating and inhibiting factors that influence the pracuce ofFCC components. T-tests
were performed to identiff any significant differences between the degree of
implementation and the importance of FCC.
I
The resulls indicated that both the caregivers' and OTs' perceptions of FCC
implementation were similar and that both felt it to be implemented to at least a
satisfactory degree. Tile subscales received implementation means in the range ofgood to
excellent. FCC was perceived as important according to both caregivers and OTs. All the
subscale importance means were in the range of important to very important. A
significant difference was identified in the matched pairs data in regards to OTs'
r
I.
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perceptions of implementation and importance ilthe Empowers fuly Family subscale. A
trend toward significance was noted in the area of Provides Informar ion. Significant
differences were found in the matched pairs data between caregivers, perceptions of
implementation and importance in regards to the following subscales: provides
Information, Helps My Family, and Communication/lnterpersonal Skills. No further
significant differences were identified. Both groups also indicated that the factors that
affect FCC implementation are numerous and diverse. The most common themes
indicated regarding factors that facilitate FCC were Personal Qualilies and Comperence
of the Sen'ice Providers, Administrarive factors, and Communication, and the most
common themes identified regarding factors that inhibit FCC were Administrative,
Attitudes and Eforts of the Parents, Personol Qualities and Competence of tle Service
Providers.
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Family-centered Care 4
Introduction
'?rovide me with some ray of hope. Robbing me of hope is the worst thing you
can do to me. Remember that after I leave your ofiice, I will create an atmosphere at
home of hope or despair, and surely one ofhope is better for my child. You can give me
hope through your attitude and what you say. Your beliefthat my child could defi the
statistics will soften the facts that you must tell me" (Alexander & Tompkins-McGill,
1987, p. 362).
This quote is in large part the essence of family-centered care (FCC), which is a
model ofpractice that early intervention (EI) programs, if receiving federal or state funds,
are legally required to implement (Saunders, 1995). It is a model that places the child and
his or her family at the center ofthe services provided thus focusing on the needs and
desires ofboth. It is based on the principle that infants and young children are dependent
on their family members for all their needs and on the principle that having a child with
special needs affects the family in counlless ways. It follows, then, that providing
,"*i.". tl both the child and family enables the family to function most effectively and
facilitates the development ofthe child. It is this rationale that has elicited ever increasing
acceptarice and support for utilizing a FCC model when providing services to children
with Special needs (Case-Smith, Allen, and Pratt, 1996).I
t
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Prollem Statement
FCC is believed to be the most beneficial and effective model ofpractice for EI
providers to utilize (Bailey et al., 1998; Bjorck-Akesson & Granlund, 1995; Dunst, Leet,
& Trivette, 1988; Thompson et al., 1997). However, research indicates that FCC,
accor'ding to both parents and service providers, is not yet implemented ro the desired
degree. This is based on studies measuring the degree to which aspects ofFCC have been
implemented. It is also based on research furdings that evidence discrepancies between
FCC ratings by parents and their child's EI service providers (Bailey et al., 199g; Bjorck-
Akesson & Granlund, 1995; McWilliam et al., 1998; Sontag & Schacht, 1994; Thompson
et al., 1997). However, the research measuring the degree to which components ofFCC
have been implemented is limited and is not discipline specific. This is also true of the
research investigating discrepancies between providers' and parents, perceptions
regarding FCC. Additionally, none ofthis research indicates which, ifany, areas ofFCC
have been implemented more successfully than other areas. These same studies also do
not address the question ofwhat aspects ofFCC are most important to both caregivers
and EI providers. The degree to which FCC is deemed important and the similariry of the
perceptions ofthose providing and receiving services, with respect to the most important
components ofFCC, is ofconsiderable value.
Further research must be done to determine what components ofFCC
occupational therapists who provide early intervention services are implementing with
success and which are not being implemented as fully as they should be according to both
primary caregivers and OTs. The perceptions olthese two groups in regards to the areas
ofFCC that are most funportant must also be investigated.
ll
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Family-centered Care 6
Rationale
There are many benefits for both the family and the child that result from
providers practicing FCC (Washington and Schwartz,1996; Thompson et al., 1997;
Guralnick, 1991 ; Stein and Jessup, 1991 ; Moxley-Haegert & Serbin, 1983; Parker, Zahr,
Cole, & Brecht,1992; Dunst, Leet, and Trivette, 1988; King, Law, King, & Rosenbaunr,
1998). Some ofthe benefits are increased feelings ofempowerment and competency,
decreased stress levels, greater support networks, increased parental health and well-
being, increased parental compliance, improved child outcomes, and nidre poSitive
I
parental perceptions of their children.
EI service providers, including OTs, have a professional responsibility to ensure
that their clients are reaping the benefits of this model. A study indicating how
comprehensively OTs are providing FCC services and the degree to which FCC is
deemed important would be ofgreat assistance to OT for numerous reasons. One
significant reason is that it would provide the profession with some specific data on FCC
in relation to OT. It would also enable EI OTs to increase the effectiveness of their
practice and assist them in establishing better relationships with the families they serve.
This could in turn increase client satisfaction. The results ofsuch a study would also
provide valuable information for improving the pre-service education ofOTs. The study
would additionally be beneficial in that it would identi! potential areas for training or
skills improvement to enable OTs to best serve the EI population and would also identiff
barriers that may impede EI OTs' abilities to implement FCC to the desired extent.
t
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Basic Defrnitions of Terms
Occupational Therapy 
- 
use of self-care, work, and play activities to therapeutically
facilitate independence and development and to prevent
disability (Hopkins, 1993)
Early Intervention 
- 
services provided to children ages birth to three, who need them in
order to develop to their fullest potential due to a developmental
delay or a high probability of becoming developmentally delayed
(Case-Smith, Allen, & Pratt, 1996)
Model ofPractice 
- 
construct held by professionals that consists ofall their beliefs,
philosophical assumptions, knowledge, and skills and that bridges
the gap between theory and practice (Lery, 1993)
Family-centered Care 
- 
a model ofpractice, which places the family at the center ofthe
services provided and focuses on their needs, concems, and
priorities (Case-Smith, I 998)
II
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Puroose
The purpose ofthe intended study is to determine and compare the level of
implementation and the importance ofvarious components ofFCC as perceived by both
primary caregivers whose children are receiving EI services and EI OTs. Factors that
facilitate and inhibit the implementation of FCC will also be investigated.
Family-centered Care 9
Literature Review
Leqislation
Early intervention @I) refers to services, such as occupational therapy, physical
therapy, nutritioq and social work, provided to children ages birth to three to foster their
development to their fullest potential (Case-Smith, Allen, & Pratt, 1996). Part H of the
Individuals with Disabilities Education Act mandates the provision of early intervention
services to infants and toddlers that have special needs. Part H also requires that
necessary services be provided to the families ofsuch children (IDEA, 1997). It dictates
that the family be placed at the center of the services being received. This relatively new
role of the family in early intervention has been termed family-centered care (FCC)
(Sontag & Schacht, 1994).
Both FCC and Part H were designed to assist EI programs in implementing,
expiariding, and improving their services. Part H also offered a monetary incentive for the
development of FiC EI services (Case-Smith, Allen, and Pratt, 1996).
Defining Family-Centered Care
Family-centered care is a somewhat elusive term, which means its actual
definition varies depending on the source. Dunst and Trivette (1988), two ofthe most
well-reputed individuals regarding FCC, define it as the following:
Practices are consumer-driven; that is, families' needs and desires determine all
aspects ofservice delivery and resource provision. Professionals are seen as the
agents and instruments of families, and intervene in ways that maximally promote
family decision making, capabilities, and competencies. Intervention practices are
almost entirely strength- and competency-based, and the provision ofresources
I
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and supports aim primarily to strengthen a family's capacity to build both
informal and formal networks of resources to meet needs. (As cited in Dunst,
Johanson, Trivette, & Hamby, l99l, p. I l7)
A similar definition was developed by a support and advocacy group for families who
have children with special needs in conjunction with stafffrom a children's rehabilitation
center. Their definition deemed FCC as an approach to treatment that "begins with the
child's and family's strengths, needs, and hopes, and results in a service plan which
responds to the needs of the whole family. It involves education, support, direct services,
and self-help approaches. The role ofthe service provider is to support, encourage, and
enhance the competence ofparents in their role as caregivers" (Viscardis, 1998, p.44).
This definition supports parents' beliefthat the primary indicator ofa FCC environment
is one in which the parents and all the service providers are in tune with each other so that
the providers' perceptions of what the family deems important are correct (Viscardis.
1998).
FCC can be defined in numerous ways and each definition seems to evolve over
time as more information is discovered. However, each definition should include a
number of key elements that are integral to FCC, which the National Center for Family-
Centered Care has provided. These key elements are as follows:
"recognizing that the family is the constant in a child's life, while the service systems
and personnel within those systems fluctuale;
facilitating parent/professional collaboration at all levels of health care: care ofan
individual child; program development, implementation, and evaluation; and policy
formation;
-l-----=-
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honouring the racial, elhnic, cultural, and socioeconomic diversity of families;
recognizing family strengths and individuality and respecting different methods of
coping;
sharing with parents complete and unbiased information on a confinuing basis and in
a supportive manner;
. 
, 
encouraging and facilitating family+o-family support and networking,
o understariding and incorporating the developmental needs of infants, children,
adolescents, and their families into health care systems;
o implementing comprehensive policies and programs that provide emotional and
financial support to meet the needs of families,
. designing accessible health care systems that are flexible, culturally competent, and
responsive to family-identified needs." (Viscardis, 1998, p. 46)
Rationale for Familv-Centered Care
Family-centered care finds its roots in system theory. Thus, it perceives the child
as a component ofa larger system (Bjorck-Akesson & Granlund, 1995). Thar system,
which is dynamic and interactive, is the family (Cherry, 1989). The child exerts an
influence on and is influenced by the family (Washington & Schwa(2, 1996). "Any
interaction with a child or parent can cause a ripple effect as it not only affects the
individual, but also family members in the system" (Washington & Schwartz, 1996, p.
49). This is the basic premise behind the rationale for the practice ofFCC (Bjorck-
Akesson & Granlund, 1995).
Systems theory is also the reason that the practice and degree ofFCC varies with
each case, as each family is its own system with unique needs and goals.'Meeting these
I
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needs and goals is believed to be the only way to create a supportive family system,
which is necessary for a child to function at his optimal level (King, Law, King, &
Rosenbaum, 1998). This is particularly true of infants and young children since they are
totally dependent on their families lor all aspects of care. By implementing FCC in early
intervention, parents are better enabled to assist their infants and young children to grow
and develop since a healthy system is facilitated (Hanft, 1988). After all, family members
who are healthy in all areas, such as physical, mental, and emotional health, are more
capable of facilitating the development of their child (Rosenbaum, King, Law, King, &
Evans, 1998). This belief is compounded by the realization that parents are generally the
only system that remains a constant in the life of a child (Lawlor & Mattingly, 1997).
Benefits of Family-Centered Care
Some of the benefits of FCC can be implied ftom its definition. However, the
benefits have been more explicitly studied. One such study is that by Washington and
Schwartz (1996), who examined how FCC physical therapy (PT) and occupational
therapy (OT) services affected caregiving competency. For the purposes ofthe sudy,
caregiving competency was defined as "a parent's ability to meet his or her child's
needs." A series of semi-structured interviews with two mothers and their families'
therapists was used to collect data.
The results produced three major themes related to caregiving competency. The
first theme was that an increased perception ofcompetency in handling their
responsibilir ies regarding their children with disabilities was a direct result of the OT and
PT services they were receiving. The second theme was that by practicing FCC the
therapists took on many roles including that of friend, advocate, mentor, troubleshooter,
Tll
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information source, and primary source of support. Both mothers placed much emphasis
on lhese roles. They deemed them as being very important and meaningfi:l and felt them
to be crucial in facilitating their competence as caregivers. The third theme was that good
communication, which is an integral part of FCC, between the mothers and the therapists
was beneficial to both the mothers and the children. Both mothers strongly felt that
positive outcomes.such as increased competency and carryover resulted directly from the
therapists clearly explaining what they were doing in a supportive manner. One
additional finding of this study was that the mothers felt valued, respected, and "heard"
by their therapists, which they both felt to be crucial for an effective working relationship
with their OTs and PTs, which is in tum essential for developing caregiving competence
among other things. This study indicates that the skills required to practice FCC are
necessary in order to sufficiently meet the needs ofyoung children with disabilities and
their families.
Another study that looked at how FCC impacted the family was that by
Thompson et al. (1997), who studied the effects ofFCC on empowerment, and on
families' support networks and how they are related to stress and empowerment. The
study consisted of 270 families randomly chosen from Michigan's early intervention
progam. Each family filled out the following: Family Empowerment Scale (FES),
Family Implementation Scale (FIS), Family Social Support Scale (FSSS), a shortened
version ofThe Questionnaire on Resources and Stress (QRS), and another scale designed
to measure the degree to which the services provided were family-centered. The results of
the study indicated that a higher degree of family-centered care was correlated with
increased empowerment with a coefficient of 0.32. Additionally the study indicated a
I
I
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high degree ofassociation between stress and family supports (regression coefficient = -
0.60) which is significant since families tend to view their service providers as part of
their support network.
This study is important for a number ofreasons. If family-centered care can
positively influence the support networks of families, as indicated, then the benefits of
practicing it are threefold. First the family expands its supports which in and of itself is 
,
beneficial. However, this in turn, according to Guralnick (1991), will increase the
parents' well-being and their physical and emotional health. Additionally, he states that
parents with more expansive social supports hold more positive perceptions regarding
their children. They tend to view their children as more accepted by others and as having
decreased amBunts ofbehavioral issues and negative behavioral characteristics. Another
r"u.ofi ttiii study is important is that it supports service providers' abilities to empower
families and decrease stress by practicing family-centered care.
Other psychosocial gains have also been found as a result ofFCC. Two such very
important gains are that of increased parental satisfaction and better psychological
adjustment of the child. Stein and Jessup (1991), who randomly assigned 219 families of
children with ckonic illness to two different groups found these results in a study. The
hrst group received care that was both biomedical and psychosocial in nature and that
focused on the needs ofthe whole family, whereas the second group received the
standard method ofcare, which was very traditional in nature. The first group, which
received FCC, had higher scores ofparental satisfaction with care and psychological
adjustment of the child. In a follow-up study that was done 4.5-5 years later the children
in the FCC group scored significantly higher in overall adjustment and on four ofthe six
Family-centercd Care l5
subscales on the Personal Adjustment and Role Skills scale. Some additional findings
include that the parents in the first group were encouraged to be more actively involved
in caring for their child and to make informed decisions in collaboration with their
providers.
The theory that FCC makes practice more effective was also supported by
Moxley-Haegert & Serbin (1983), who looked at the FCC criteria of information
provision and individualization ofservices by randomly assigning 39 parents of infants
with developmental delays to three different groups. The ftrst group received individual
education in the form ofa briefcourse on child development in their home, the second
group was educated as a group on child management, and the third group did not receive
any education. The results showed the parents in the first group to have a greater
understanding ofdevelopmental knowledge, increased participation in the home
treatment program, greater participation in the home program at a one-year follow-up,
and an increased ability to accurately report their infants' developmental gains. The
children ofthese parents also experienced benefits in that they were found to achieve
more of the desired skills and greater gains in motor development. Another similar study
was done by Parker, Zahr, Cole, & Brecht (1992), in the neonatal intensive care unit with
4l pfients ofpreterm infants. Infants whose parents had the greatest amount and the mbst
individualized education showed greater mental and motor gains and had a more
developmentally suitable home environment, and their mothers rated their temperamenls
more positively. These two studies indicate that providing parents with information and
individualizing services, which are key aspects ofFCC, results in increased parent
involvement and benefits for both the children and their parents.
It
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Dunst, Leet, and Trivette (1988) found that parent compliance increases ifthd
parents' other needs have already been met. This is crucial because parents play a key
role in the services provided to their child regardless of the practice model being utilized.
Thus, it ftillows that FCC makes llractice easier and more effective.
* AccordinE to iinda vistardis, who is the founder of P.R.O.S.P.E.C.T.S., which is
a suppoh and advocacy group for families who have children with special needs, another
key outcome ofFCC is that the children learn how to better serve themselves as adults
(1998). She holds the beliefthat FCC creates role models ofthe parents for the children.
FCC results in increased skills and empowerment for the parents who also learn the
important role ofadvocate. They this become good role models for their children who
learn how to advocate for themselves. This in tum enables the children to better take
control over their lives as adults.
One last, but very profound reason for FCC in early intervention is that child
outcomes are more positively affected than when other models ofpractice are utilized
(Guratnick, l99l). It has been found that for children ages birth to three, treatment
outcomes are most positively influenced when both parents and children are involved
especially if the planned parent involvement is extensive. This is in comparison to
intervention in which the amount of planned parent involvement is minimal to nothing or
in which either the parent or the child is the center ofintervention.
Although much of the focus regarding FCC has examined the rationale for using
it as a practice model, there has also been some investigation into the desfued outcomes of
utilizing FCC in early intervention. Bailey et al. (1998) proposed a series ofquestions
that have not yet been investigated as a framework for looking at whether or not the
Family-centeredCare l7
desired outcomes have been met. These questions include things such as, if the family
views early intervention as making a difference in the life of their child and their family,
if the family has a positive view ofthe service providers and the services being provided,
ifearly intervention enables the family to help their child, if early intervention enhances
the "family's perceived ability to work with professionals and advocate for services" (p.
320), if the family has built a good support systenr, if the family is optimistic regarding
their child and situation, and ifearly intervention has positively influenced the family's
perception oflheir quality of life. Although the questions were designed as outcome
measures in that they were written with the mindset of what should result from the
practice ofFCC, they give a good indication of the many potential benefits believed to
result from FCC.
The literature, theoretical and otherwise, indicates that using FCC as the model of
practice for early irtervention results in many positive outcomes including increased
family satisfaction and improved functional performance in children with disabilities
(King, Law, King, & Rosenbaurn 1998). However. the research supporting this premise
is both minimal and limited. Additionally, much of the research was done years ago when
FCC was still in its preliminary stages. Thus more research investigating FCC is needed
in order to provide the best possible early intervention services.
Implementation of Familv-centered Care
Family-centered care has not been implemented to the desired extent, according to
both parents and practitioners. A number ofstudies have supported this phenomenon. For
example, the results of the study by Thompson et al. (1997) that was previously described
tJ
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found discrepancies with both the Family Implementation Scale (FIS) and the Family-
center Scale (FCS).
The results ofthe FIS, which is used to determine the degree to which the
components ofearly intervention have been implemented, had a mean score of 5.67 and a
SD of 3.06. Since the scale ranges from 0 (total nonimplementalion) to l0 (complete
implementation) and the FIS consists of ten items, the mean indicates that only
approximately 60% of those FCC items were implemented at a satisfactory level.
Additionally only 4.8% ofrespondents reported total implementation, and 8.1% reported
none of the components to be implemented. Thus the results of the FIS indicate that many
families are receiving services that are lacking in various components ofFCC, despite the
legal mandate. The components most lacking in implementation regarded the
representation ofservices at IFSP meetings, frequency ofcontact with providers, and
completing things, such as the IFSP, in a timely manner.
The results of the FCS, which uses 14 items to measure the families' perceptions
of the quality of the services implemented, were somewhat better. The mean score on a
scale from 1 (strong disagreement that item was satisfactorily accomplished by
provider(s)) to 5 (strong agreement) was a 3.92 with a SD of .75 indicating that about
80% ofthe services provided were done so with the standards indicated by family-
centered care. This implies that most families, though satisfied with the quality of
services they have received, still experience room for further implementation ofFCC.
Bjorck-Akesson & Granlund (1995) did another important study that witnesses
the lack of full implementation of family-centered care. The study took place in Sweden
where 139 professionals and 73 parents of children receiving early intervention services
Family-centered-Care l9
in fifteen habilitation centers completed scales designed to measure "...(a) parent
participation in decisions about the child assessment process, (b) parent involvement in
child assessment, (c) parent involvement in the team meeting and decision making, and
(d) provision of family services." G,.526) The scales ranged Aom 0-10 with 0 being the
least parent involvement and l0 being the most (e.g. services are controlled primarily by
parents or by parents and their service providers equally). The results showed a variety of
discrepancies. The professionals rated current family involvement as being from 4.7 to
5.7 while the parents rated it as being in the 5.0 to 5.5 range indicating that the
professionals perceived a greater range of current family involvement than did the
parenls. Ideal family involvement received ratings in the range of6.8 to 8.7 by the service
providers but ratings in the range of6.6 ti 7 .7 by lheparents. Thus the parents and
providers had different perceptioni of both typical and ideal family involvement. This
was especially true regarding ideal involvement as evidenced by analyses of variance of
the measuement scales, which showed significant differences in areas (a), (b), and (d),
particularly (d) as described above. The authors of this study basically summed up the
results by saying, "The results revealed that stafftequently acted inconsistently with a
family-centered model even though the goal clearly was to work according to such an
approach." (p. 524) These results are similar to those found in America by Bailey et al.
(1992) when a very similar study was done. However, in this sudy, which was only
conducled with professionals, actual family involvement ranged from 4 to 5 and ideal
ranged from 7 to 8. Combined, these studies indicate a number ofconcepts: that parents'
and providers' perceptions ofactual family involvement are relatively closely correlated,
i
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that providers wish for greater degrees of family involvement than do the parents, and
that both parents and providers desire greater degrees of involvement.
Another study evidencing the lack of FCC implementation was done by Sontag
and Schacht (1994). The study consisted of interviewing 536 families, who had a child
with a developmental disability. Trained and supervised interviewers conducted the
closed-question interviews. The results of the interviews indicated a lack of parent
involvement: more than 5070 ofparents had not participated in pertinent activities (e.g.
program-planning meetings), 63% ofparents had not participated in a meeting or signed
papers regarding their child's goals and the services they were to receive, and the
majority of parents indicated utilizing family and friends as information resources over
early intervention service providers in areas that are the service providers' responsibility
(e.g. information about their child's disorder). All these findings are contrary to FCC as
discussed in the literature.
Some last additional po ints that were also found from the interview method were
results of a study done by McWilliam et al. (1998) who interviewed the early intervention
service providers and family members of72 different families in three d ifferent states. It
was determined from these interviews that many of the families had not informed their
service providers ofpersonal information pertinent to FCC. The families' rationale
behind this was that they had not been asked or that they were unaware it was part of
their service providers' role to hear and respond to such information. The last point stems
from a substudy of this larger study, in which the authors selected and interviewed six
service providers, each of whom were identified as encompassing the principles ofFCC
as defined by the literature. The families these providers were servicing were also
I;
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interviewed. The results showed a discrcpancy between the mindset ofthe providers,
which was family-oriented, and their practice, which was not always family-oriented.
one ofthe six vias even found to express no statements during the intervierv that would
be interpreted as family-oriented. Thus it seems that service providers may have the
intentions of practicing FCC but do not in reality do so to the intended degree.
FCC has clearly not been implemented to the degree to which it should be. This
phenomenon was summed up best by Thompson et al. (1997) who summarized the
results from FCC studies: "First, they make clear there is variation in implementation
despite a mandate for fi.rll implementarion. Simply because each site is supposed to be
fully implemented, it does not mean all parents receive all the elements of the
coordination initiative" (p. I l0).
Factors Affectine FCC lmp!ementation
Little research has been done to determine what factors impact the degree to
which FCC is implemented. However, in the previously discussed study by Bailey et al,
(1992), the professionals were asked to indicate what rhey felr rhe potential baniers'rvere
that obstructed them from practicing FCC to the desired exent. Roughly one+hird ofthe
barriers related to the family and included things such as a lack ofinterest in being
involved on the parents' part. Another third ofthe responses were related to systems and
included things such as an absence ofmethods for collaboration. only fifteen percent of
the responses regarded professional barriers such as difficulty communicating one's
expertise to parents. The literature cited some additional barriers as being due to larvs, a
lack ofresources (e.g. time- staff, and finances), administration (e.g. poricies, procedures,
and regulations), difficulty moving away from traditional pattems of practice, parenls,
I
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hesitancy to be involved, paperwork, EI program's processes, lack of specialized
services, and professionals' inadequate skills for working with families (Bjorck-Akesson
& Granlund, 1995; McWilliam, Tocci, & Harbin, 1998).
FCC is a very comprehensive model ofpractice, which faces many obstacles to
being fully implemented. However, as the factors that affect its implementation are
identified and investigated, EI programs will be better able to improve the services they
provide to children and families.
Family-centered Care in Occupational Therapv
Occupational therapists who work as early intervention providers, under IDEA,
are required by law to practice family-centered care. However, there is currently minimal
literature on FCC and virtually no literature indicating the extent to which occupational
theripy has implem€nted the principles of FCC. The Iack of implementation previously
discussed, in conjunction with the barriers identified, would indicate that OTs are most
likely not practici;g FCC. An additional factor indicative ofthis hypothesis is the fact
that early intervention allied health professionals (e.g. OTs, PTs, SLPs, nutritionists) cited
a need for education and training regarding family systems and related topics more than
counselors, early intervention coordinators, physicians, nurses, special educators, and
paraprofessionals according to Gallagher, Malone, Cleghorne & Helms ( I 997). Their
study evidencing this consisted of a survey that assessed current and future training
needs, which was completed by 115 service providers. Additional literature supports this
finding (Bjorck-Akesson & Granlund, 1995, Sontag & Schacht, 1994).
Children and families would greatly benefit from occupational therapists utilizing
FCC as their model ofpractice. This assumption is based on the existing evidence
l-
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regarding the positive aspects ofFCC that were previously stated. It is also based on a
study linking FCC to helpgiving practices, which included things such as providing
useful and worthwhile advice, being honest, warm, and caring, promoting and enhancing
parental competence, actively listening, and understanding parental concerns (Dunst,
Trivette, and Hamby, 1996)..The authors of the study, Trivette, Dunst, Boyd, and Hamby
(1995), had 280 parents complete the Helpgiving Practices Scale, which measures
helpgiving attitudes ofproviders and the Personal Control Scale, which measures parents'
abilities to obtain what they need from designated helpgivers (e.g. obtain necessary
resources and services). The results showed that providers who were more family-
centered encompassed greater degrees ofhelpgiving practices and were thus better able to
serve their clients than those providers who were less family-centered.
Conclusion
Family-centered care is a legally mandated aspect ofearly intervention according
to Part H ofthe Individuals with Disabilities Education Act. The benefits olpracticing it
are many for both the children and the families receiving early intervention services.
Despite these two facts, however, FCC faces obstacles that have impeded its
implementation to the extent desireiby both practitioners and families Further research
investigating all aspects ofFCC is needed, especially in regards to OT.
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Methodology
Research Ouestions
o To what degree is FCC implemented in EI OT as perceived by primary caregivers and
EI OTs?
. What areas of FCC are EI OTs implementing most and least effectively as perceived
by primary caregivers and EI OTs?
o What areas of FCC are most important to primary caregivers and EI OTs?
o Are there any significant differences between perceptions ofFCC implementation and
importance, as perceived by primary caregivers and EI OTs?
o What factors facilitate and inhibit the implementation of FCC as perceived by EI
OTs?
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Limitations. Delimitations. Assumptions
There are a number of factors that limit generalization ofthe results obtained from
this study. Some ofthese lactors are related to the participants of the study. The sample
population is specific to central New York. Only 4 counties in that region were utilized
which limits generalization of results. Generalization was also limited by the sample
population's demographic factors. The primary caregivers were all Caucasian, the
majority ofwhom had at least a college degree.
The primary caregivers and OTs who agreed to participate in the study may have
done so since it provided them with an opportunity to provide feedback This may have
biased the results, as participants could be primarily individuals looking to either praise
or criticize the program and providers. Additionally only OTs who felt confident in their
services may have agreed to participate in the study.
There are numerous lactors that may have biased ratings during the completion of
the rating scale. The primary caregivers may have been lenient in their answers due to
concerns that their OT maj' somehow find out how they responded despite assurances
that all responses were confidential. The participants may have had a tendency to view
things either more positively or negatively depending upon their mindset at the time they
completed the scale. Another limitation is that some of the caregivers' responses may
have been affected by the passage of time since their family last received services. Also,
everyone's definition ofthe terms used in the rating scale may have been different. Some
ofthe respondents may have answered questions asked in the study with respect to the
degree of FCC desired by their family while others may have answered with respect to
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the high'est degree possible. This is particularly important when the idea that every family
may not benefit from the same degree ofFCC is taken into accountl.+
Lastly, the results may have been affected by the fact that some ofthe OTs had
prior knowledge ofthe study, so they may have altered their service provision in the
weeks preceding the study to be more in accordance with FCC.
Participants
Twenty-six primary caregivers ofchildren who have been receiving EI OT
services and l6 OT early intervention service providers were the participants in the study.
Of this group of primary caregivers and OTs, there were twelve pairs of primary
caregivers whose child's OT also participated.
Primary caregivers of children who had received EI OT within the last year were
recruited through lour area county health departments. The supervisors for children with
special care needs in these counties were contacted and determined the best method for
contacting the families. In one county the supervisor contacted all ofthe families to see
who might be interested. In the other three counties, the supervisors sent the families the
recruiting letter (see Appendix A) and an informed consent (see Appendix B). When
consent was received the families were sent a cover letter with instructions (see Appendix
C) and the measurement instruments. Data from the first 26 families who retumed the
instruments were used in the study.
All the respondents were Caucasian and English speaking and the majority of
them were between 30 and 39 years ofage with at least one college degree. Twenty-four
ofthe twenty-six respondents were mothers. Most indicated a beliefthat their child had
either a mild or moderate disability. The children receiving EI OT were all over 19
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months of age, and had been receiving OT for varying lengths of time. Most were seen at
least once a week by their EI OT and were also receiving services from another
discipline. See Appendix D for more complete information.
The supervisors for children with special care needs provided the names of
independent practice EI OTs and ofthe agencies which employed additional EI OTs.
Overall, 15 independent OTs and 5 agencies that employed additional therapists were
contacted and their participation in the study requested. Upon verbal consent the OTs
were sent a cover letter with instructions (see Appendix E), a written informed consent
form (see Appendix F), and the measurement instruments. The data from each OT who
retumed the informed consent and measurement instruments by the deadline was used in
-this study, which amounted to.l6 OTs total. The OTs indicated varying lengths of time in
which they had worked in both pediatrics and EI (see Appendix G). The majority ofthem
worked for home or home- and center-based progrirms. All were female For more
detailed inlormation see Appendix G.
Measurement Instruments
FCC was measured using a modified Family-Centered Piogram Rating Scale
(FCPRS) which comes in a version for parents (see Appendix H) and a version for
providers (see Appendix I) (Murphy, Lee, Turbiville, Turnbull, & Summers, 1991) lt is a
rating scale that lists 59 components ofFCC that are divided into four categories. The
four categories are In This Program, The Program, Staff Members, and My
Family/Families in our Program. For the purposes ofthis study the third section, section
C, was changed to 1on the provider's scale and My Family's OT on the parent's scale
The 41 items of this section were categorized based on common themes by the secondary
I
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investigator and checked by the author for agreement. This categorization resulted in the
formation of the following seven subscales: Avaitabitity, Communication/lnterpersonal
Sk ls, Provides lnformotion, Helps My Fanily, )?espects My Famity, Technical Skilts,
and Empowers My Fam y. See Appendix J for the items comprising each subscale.
The rating scale is completed by responding to two columns. The first column
asks respondents to circle poor, okay, good, or excellent based on how well the program
implements each component. This measures the degree to which the components of FCC
have been implemented. The second column asks respondents to circle not important,
somewhat important, important, or very important based on how important the
component is to them. This measures how much the components of FCC are valued.
Expert judgment from several sources was utilized in developing the content
validity ofthe FCPRS. Some ofthese experts included parents, therapists, and national
Ieaders all of whom collaborated carefully and deliberately with the instrument
developers to ensure a high degree of content validity (Murphy & Lee, I 991). Construct
validity is reliable primarily in regards to the individual subscales. Furlher research on
construct validity is needed. Moderate to high internal consistency reliability was found
for both the 383 staff members and 322 parents rvho parricipated in the field test (Murphy
& Lee, l99l).
There is one other section to the rating scale. This section is titled Comments and
asks two open-ended questions (see Appendices H and I). The results ofthis section were
coded according to themes derived from the responses obtained. percent agreement
betrveen coders, who rvere the author and another OT graduate student, was found to be
81.33%.
I
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Demographic information was obtained from both the primary caregivers and the
OTs through questions that were primarily multiple choice (see Appendices K and L).
The primary caregivers were asked for demographic information regarding their family
and also related to the amount of contact the child and family had with the OT. The EI
OTs were asked demographic information related to their practice and training
experiences.
Lastly, the Factors Affecting the Implementation ofFCC questionnaire was used
to obtain information from the EI OTs on the factors that both facilitate and inhibit theI
practicing ofFCC principles. It consists of two open-ended questions (see Appendix M),
The results ofthis section were also coded according to themes derived from the
responses obtained Percent agreement between the author and another OT graduate
student was found to be 90.Otr/o when all the responses were utilized.
Procedure
Participants agreed to participate in two ways. The primary caregivers returned
their signed informed consent, which had been sent to them with a recruiting statement
and self-addressed stamped envelope. The EI OTs were contacted by phone and gave
verbal consent. When the author received verbal consent, the primary caregivers and EI
OTs were sent packages containing a cover letter with instructions and the pertinent
measurement instruments. The primary caregivers completed the parents'version of the
FCPRS and the demographics questionnaire, and the EI OTs completed the providers'
version ofthe FCPRS and demographics questionnaire and the Factors Affecting the
Implementation of FCC questionnaire. The EI OTs were also sent an inlormed consent
that they were instructed to sign and send back with their instruments. When the
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participants had completed the instruments, they returned them to the primary
investigator in the provided self-addressed stamped envelope. Upon arrival, the
measurement instrurnents were immediately separaled permanently from the informed
consent forrns. All data was stored in a locked file cabinet in the OT departrnent at Ithaca
College.
Each participant was provided with a random code number, which appeared on
that participant's measurement instruments. Each OT was provided with an additional
random code number, which appeared on her instruments and on the instruments of the
families to which she provided services.
Analyzine and Interpretinq Data
In order to statistically analyze and report the data obtained it was necessary to
convert the responses from the rating scale to a Likert-type scale. Each response was
provided a numerical value between I and 4, with I being least implemented and
important and 4 being the most implemented and important.
The data were then analyzed in two ways. The first analysis included all the
participants, in which the $oups of primary caregivers (n:26) and EI OTs (n: l6) were
analyzed as two independent groups. The OT s and primary caregivers were unrelated
during analysis. The second way the data was analyzed was as matched pairs (g: 12). In
this manner the participants were related due to the twelve pairs consisting of a primary
caregiver and the specific OT who worked with each of the families.
Descriptive statistics were used to determine the degree to which FCC was being
implemented and how important it was according to both EI OTs and primary caregivers,
and to determine the areas of FCC that we'i.e most and least implemented and important.
+
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-Des&iptive statistics, in the form of coding based on common themes, was also utilized
, 
tn investigating the factors that facilitate and inhibit the implementation of FCC.
1 Differences between the degree of implementation ofFCC and the importance ofthe
, implementation of FCC as reported by both EI OTs and primary caregivers was
determined through 1-tests.
I
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Results
FCC Implementation
The degree to which EI OTs are perceived to implement FCC in the services that
they provide to children and families was found by computing the mean scores ofboth
the primary caregivers and the EI OTs for the independent groups data. This was done in
regards to section C ofthe rating scale, which was the section specific to OT. The
primary caregivers' mean for that section was 3.17 (SD: .82) and the OTs' was 3.21 (SD
: 
.35) which means that both groups perceived the implementation ofFCC to be in the
range from good to excellent.
Most and Least Effectivelv Imolemented Areas of FCC
The areas ofFCC that are implemented most and least effectively as perceived by
both primary caregivers and EI OTs were found by determining the mean score lor each
subscale with respect to all participants. According to the primary caregivers the most
effectively implemented areas of FCC, in order, were Communicatiory'Inlerpersonal
Skills, Helps My Family, and Respects My Fdmily, and the least effectively implemented
arcas werc Provides InJormalion, Avoilability, and Enpowers My Family.
According to the EI OTs, the most effectively implemented areas consecutively
were Communicatiotr,/lnterpersonal Skills, Respects My Family, and Technicol Skills, and
the least effectively implemented areas were Provldes Infurmalion, Availability, and
Helps My Family. The results are summarized in Table 1 .
t'
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Table.l
Perceptions of Subscale Implementation
Primary Caregivers
(r= 26)
Occupational Therapists
(n = 16)
'1
Subscale M SD Subscale M SD
Communication/Inter- 3.30 .77 Communication/Inter- 3.35 .33
personal Skills personal Skills
Helps My Family 3 28 1.98 Respects My Family 3.30 .42
Respects My Family 3.26 .73 Technical Skills f .27 .51
Technical Skills 3.19 .86 Empowers My Family 3.22 .42
Empowers My Family 3. 1 8 .81 Helps My Family 3. 1 5 .44
Availability 3.06 .9'l Availability 3.13 .'79
Provides Information 2.98 .82 Provides Information 3.00 .57
Note. 1: poor,2: okay,3: good,4 - excellent
FCC Importance
The most important areas of family-centered care according to both primary
caregivers and EI OTs was found by determining the mean for each ofthe seven
subscales. According to all the primary caregivers who participated in the study the most
important areas of FCC were Empowers My Fanily, Communicalion/ltterpersonal Shlls,
and Technical Shl/s in that order. According to all the OTs who participated in the study
the most important areas in seQuential order were Communicatiort/lnterpersonal Shlls,
Technical Skills, and Provides Information. The results are summarized in Table 2.
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Table 2
Perceptions of Subscale Imiortance
Primary Caregivers
@:26)
Occupational Therapists(r= 16)
Subscale
Empowers My Family
Communication/Inter-
perional Skills
Technical Skills
Provides Information
Helps My Family
Respects My Family
Availability
M SD Subscale M SD
3.60 2.06 Communicationflnter- 3 .52 .36
personal Skills
3.4'1 
,40 Technical Skills 3 50 34
3.38 .60 Provides Information 3.47 .46
3 25 55 Empowers My Family 3.45 .46
3 23 .67 Helps My Family 3.39 .44
3.17 62 Availability 3.34 .51
3.00 .88 Respects My Family 334 39
Note. I : not important, 2 : somewhat important, 3 = important, 4: very important
Signif-rcant Differences Between FCC Implementation and Importance
Significant differences between OT imolementation and OT importance ratings.
To determine if there was a significant difference between the level of implementation of
FCC as perceived by EI OTs versus what they deemed important only the matched pairs
data was used. Paired samples 2-tailed t-tests were run for all seven subscales in regards
to the OTs' perceived performance and the OTs' importance ratings. Only the Empowers
My Family subscale showed a significant difference ((l 1) : - 2.880, p < .05). However,
the Provides Informatiott s;rtbscale showed a trend toward significance (1(l l) - -2.13a (p
:.056, n.s.)). In both instances the importance ratings were higher than the
implementation ratings.
Significant differences between OT implementation and caregiver importance
ratings. To determine ifthere was a significant difference between the level of
implementation of FCC as perceived by El OTs versus what the primary caregivers
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deemed important, paired samples 2-tailed !-tests were done on the seven subscales for
the matched pairs data. The results ofthis analysis showed significant differences in the
following three subscales: Provdes Information (!(ll) 
- 5.179,p< 0l), Helps tuly
Family (1Ql):3.387, p < .01), and Communication/lnlerpersonol Skills (!( I l) : 2.529, p
< ,05). For all three subscales, the caregivers' importance ratings were higher than the
OTs' implementation ratings.
ratinqs. The matched pairs data were also used to determine ifthere was a significant
difference between the level of implementation of FCC as perceived by primary
caregrvers versus what ors deemed important. when rhe paired samples 2-tailed !-tests
were done, no significant differences were found for any ofthe subscales.
importance ratings. The matched pairs data were also used to determine if there was a
significant difference between the level of implementation ofFCC as perceived by
primary caregivers versus what primary caregivers deemed important in regards to the
subscales, No significant differences were found in this set ofpaired samples 2-tarled 1
tests.
Facilitating and Inhibitine Factors of FCC
The last research question inquired about the factors that facilitate and inhibit the
implementation of FCC. The results were derived from the sixteen EI ors' responses to
the Factors Affecting the Implementation ofFCC questionnaire. Six areas were found to
facilitate the implementation of FCC. The area that received the most responses regarded
lhe Personal Qualities ond Competence of the service providers. The ors indicated that
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having organized, competent service providers, who have good personalities and can
interact effectively with the families is of extreme importance to FCC implementation.
Administrative factors were also quite common and related to supporting the providers
and setting up guidelines to ensure organized and efficient services for the families. The
area regarding Commtmicalions, both between service providers and with families, was
also noted a number oftimes. The last three themes found in regards to factors that
facilitate the implementation of FCC were the Involvemenl dnd Auitudes of Families, the
Provision of Serrices Wthin the Home, and External Faclors such as the price of gas,
funding supports, and advocacy programs.
Six areas were also found to inhibit the implementation of FCC. The most
responses to the question regarding the inhibiting factors were reflective of
Administration and referred to things such as time and paperwork demands,
organizational qualities, service provision regulations, and lack ofresources, funding, and
support. The second most common theme regarded the Attitudes and Efforls of the
Pdrents, which included factors reflecting the level and type of involvement. The next
most common themes consecutively were Personal Qualities and Compelence of lhe
Service Providers and, Communicadon between team members and families. References
to I'reatmenl Environmenls, including the individuals present and the cleanliness ofthe
setting, were also mentioned numerous times, The last theme found was Timing and
Scheduling. Most of the factors comprising this theme referred to timing and scheduling
conflicts between the therapists and the primary caregivers.
One last area of information obtained from the study worth mentioning was the
results provided by the primary caregivers when asked how their child's OT could be
i
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more helpful and welcoming to their family. Nine of the 26 respondents indicated nothing
more could be done. The remaining respondents expressed a variety ofdesires. Most of
them were focused on relaying information, which included things such as feedback on
treatment sessions, information on disabilities, treatment techniques, the child's progress,
and informing them ofchanges in services. The other areas in which the responses were
grouped were technical skills, personality, hygiene, and timing and scheduling
consistency, all ofwhich had three responses..One other area mentioned was
communication, which only received one response that referred to a sometimes difficult
language barrier.
I
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Discussion
FCC Implementation
The degree ofFCC implementation was found to be in the range from good to
excellent for both primary caregivers and EI ors. This was true of all the subscales
exceplthe Provides Information subscale as perceived by the primary caregivers, which
was in the range from okay to good. Thus, it can be assumed that for the most part, both
the caregivers and ors are satisfied with the services being provided. This idea was also
evidenced by: a) the fact that l8 ofthe 26 caregiver participants were very satisfied with
their EI services and the remaining 8 were satisfiee b) the fact that l5 ofthe caregivers
were very satisfied with their OT, 8 were satisfied, and only 1 was not at all satisfied; and
c) the responses to the question regarding things the OT could do to be more helpful and
welcoming to the family he or she works with, in which 9 of the 26 respondents replied
"nothing".
The finding that OTs were implementing FCC to such a satisfactory extent was
contrary to much ofthe literature. The literature, rvhich is not discipline specific, has
reported that in many instances FCC was either implemented to a minimal extent or to a
degree that was less than adequate (McWilliam et al., 1998; Sontag & Schacht, 1994;
Thompson et al., 1997). A possible explanation for this contradiction is that EI OTs may
simply be more family-centered than other EI disciplines. This might be due to the
holistic view ofpeople inherent to the or profession. ors are taught to look at the whole
person in conjunction with the environments in which he or she functions. Another
possible explanation is thar perhaps the EI programs that participated in the study are set-
up and run in a manner consistent with FCC. It is possible that the state and county
l
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guidelines the programs follow require EI providers to be more family-centered than
those from the literature. Yet another potential reason for the high degree ofFCC
implementation found in this study is rooted in the rather homogenous population of
participants. It could be that sonie ofthe characteristics shared by the majority ofthe
caregiver participants, such as a college education (76.0%), family's average yearly
incohe gieater than $35,00i (72.8i/o), of married status (80.0%), is what enables a family
to really take advantage ofa FCC model. Furthermore, it may be that these
characteristics, which in all probability are not representative ofthe families receiving EI
services, facilitated participation in this study. One last explanation may be that FCC is
simply being implemented to a greater degree than it was at the time the literature was
written. Perhaps the passage of time in conjunction with increased knowledge ofFCC has
resulted in services that are more family-centered than those provided in the past.
The studies in the aforementioned literature also indicated that even in the
instances that FCC was implemented to an acceptable extent it was still not implemented
fully, which is the legal mandate and desire. These findings are consistent with the results
of this study. The most likely reason for this is that in many respects FCC seems more of
an ideal model ofpractice than one that could reasonably be implemented given its
nebulous nature and the many potential barriers it presents.
An additional important point stemming from the results of this question is the
fact that OTs and caregivers perceived relatively the same degree ofFCC
implementation, This is contrary to much ofthe literature which evidenced discrepancies
between what the OTs and caregivers indicated was actually happening in regards to FCC
implementation (Bailey et a1.,1992 Bjorck-Alesson & Granlund, 1995). Though
,}
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discrepancies were found in this study they were not ofany significance. This finding
may be due to better communication between the OTs and those to whom they provide
services than was present in the studies reported in the literature. This explanation's
plausibility increases when one considers the responses provided by the caregivers when
asked what things about their families' OT were especially helpful and welcoming. Many
ofthe responses centered around effective communications between the family and OT.
Another possible explanation for such minor discrepancies between the two groups is the
fact that a four point Likert scale was used in this study which limited the range of
responses available to participants.
It is interesting to note, however, that on six of the seven subscales the OTs'
implementation means were higher than that ofthe caregivers. This suggests that the OTs
evaluated their performance more favorably than did the caregivers. The implication
made from this is that the OTs' standards for implementing FCC components are lower
than that ofthe caregivers. It seems the OTs expect less from themselves and their
programs than do the caregivers.
FCC Importance
Each subscale was deemed an importance mean rating between important and
very important. These high importance means from both the primary caregivers and EI
OTs evidences the idea that the components ofFCC are both desired and valued in the
provision ofEI services. This is in keeping with the literature, which indicated that the
implementation ofFCC to a high degree is desired by both parents and service providers
(Bailey et a1.,L992;Bjorck-Akesson & Granlund, 1995). When one considers the
rationale for and resultant benefits ofproviding services in a manner consistent with
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FCC, it is hardly suprising that FCC is perceived to be ofsuch importance, The
components ofFCC are designed to produce the best available EI sewices, which is
surely the goal ofboth those receiving and providing said services.
The OTs had slightly higher importance means than the primary caregivers for
almost every subscale, which is consistent with the literature (Bailey et al., 1992; Bjorck-
Akesson & Granlund, 1995). This finding leads one to believe that OTs place greater
emphasis on the various components ofFCC and are thus more likely to strive for its
implementation than would its recipients. The exception to this is the idea that the
primary caregivers felt empowerment to be more important than did the OTs. This was
most likely the result of the parents' feelings of helplessness and desire to gun a greater
sense of self-efficacy and understanding regarding their child's services and life. This
was supported by the responses provided when primary caregivers were asked how their
OT could be more helpful and welcoming. The overwhelming majority of these
responses revolved around informing the primary caregivers ofwhat was being done with
respect to services and what they could do to help their child. This in turn also helps
explain the caregivers' lower implementation rating on lhe Provides Inlormation
subscale. However, the caregivers' high standard deviation for the Empowers My Fanily
subscale indicates that not all families believed the importance of empowerment so
extensively. This may be due to the families' not *unfing the responsibility inherent in
being empowered, since such responsibility has numerous requirements and potential
t
r factors associated with it Some ofthese include increased acceptance ofthe child's
disability, fear offailing ones' selfand his or her family, and necessitation ofa more
active role.
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Signifi cant Differences Between FCC ImplgmpDlA[ien aad-Luqportanlg
Significant differences between OT implementation and OT importance ratings.
When the OTs' implementation and importance scores were investigated, a significant
difference was found rcgarding the Empowers My Family subscale and a trend toward
significance was found regarding the Provides Informqtion subscale. In both instances the
importance ratings were higher than the implementation ratings, which indicates that OTs
valu'ed these two areas of FCC more so than they felt they implemented them. This
finding cbuld be for a few reasons. It may be that the OTs lacked the understanding or
ability to implement these scales to the degree they desired. It may be that the OTs
perceived these subscales as being ofless importance to the caregivers and were
attempting to provide services in keeping with what the caregivers valued. The former
explanation seems the more probable as evidenced by the numerous barriers the OTs
identified in regards to implementing FCC.
Significant differences between OT implementation and caregiver imoortance
ratings. Significant differences were found in tkee subscales when OT implementation
scores versus caregiver importance scores were investigated. The tkee subscales were
Provides Information, Helps My Family, and Communicalion/lnterpersonal Skills. The
primary caregivers indicated these three areas oIFCC to be more important than the OTs
indicated they implemented them. A logical conclusion to this would be that the OTs
perceived their services in these three areas to be lacking in regards to what the
caregivers believe is important. Another possibility is that the OTs had a tendency to
practice either what thby themselves believed was important or what they felt competent
I
I
I
deemed important,
Significant differences between caregiver implementation and OT imoortance
ratings. Since no significant differences were found between the primary caregivers'
implementation scores and the OTs' importance scores it can be assumed that the OTs'
service provisio'n, as perceived by the primary caregivers, was based on what they, the
OTs, deemed important. The logical conclusion to this is that the OTs practiced what they
felt was important. It may be that the OTs assumed that what they deemed important is
also what the caregivers felt was important and thus provided services accordingly.
Another possibility, as previously conjectured, is that the OTs practiced what they
believed themselves to be comfortable and competent in doing which also just happens to
be what they, the OTs, value.
Significant differences between caregiver imolementation and caregiver
importance ratings. The finding that there was no significant differences between the
caregivers' implementation and importance ratings indicates that according to the
II primary caregivers the EI services they received are mostly in keeping with what they
I
t deemed important. This makes sense when one considers the primary caregivers'
satisfaction with the EI services they received according to this study.
Factors That Impeded the Implementation of FCC
According to the literature there are many factors which have the potential to
impede FCC from being implemented as fully as it should be. Perhaps the two most
significant factors are related to the family's attitude and efforts and the administrative
systems and communication. These two areas were also among the primary factors
' t- FamilY-centered Care 43 I
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, and able to implement even though it was not in keeping with what the caregivers
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identified by the OTs who participated in this study. The additional factors identified in
the literature, such as difficulties due to laws, lack ofresources (e.g. time, staffing, and
finances), too much paperwork, and professionals' lack of skills for working with
families were also pointed out by the OTs and indirectly by the parents in this study. This
indica:tes th'at though we are aware of what stands in the way of FCC being implemented
as fully as is mandated and desired, we are still unable to work through or around the
barriers identified. Additionally, the impeding factors are numerous and diverse, which
leads one to believe that complete implementation ofFCC, though ideal, is not possible at
this point in time.
Study Limitations and Future Research
The results ofthe study are limited due to the rather homogenous participant
population in regards to both the primary caregivers and EI OTs and the fact that
participants were taken from a relatively limited geographical area. These factors are
limiting since they produced results that are not representative ofthe diverse populatibn
of families typically served by EI OTs. The reasons for participation must also be taken
into account as motives could range from desire to complain about dissatisfactions to
desire to indirectly reward one's OT- Lastly is the fact that the sample population for both
the independent groups and the matched pairs groups was small. Limitations more
specific to these two groups must include that in the independent samples' data the two
groups were unrelated. An additional limitation is that in the paired samples data the
OTs' responses were more general, since they completed the rating scale with respect to
all ofthe families they serve. The caregivers filled out the scale with respect only to their
family's OT.
I
I
t
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Much future research on FCC is needed. Studies similar to this one should be
completed involving more OTs, other service providers, larger samples, and more diverse
populations and types ofparticipants. The perceptions ofother individuals involving FCC
should also be ascertained, such as administrators' opinions about the factors that
facilitate and inhibit the implementation ofFCC. various characteristics ofthe children,
their families, and EI service providers should be investigated to determine which, ifany,
have an effect on the implementation and importance ofthe FCC components.
1
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Summary
FCC is a holistic approach for EI service providers to utilize when treating
children and families. Though the benefits of it are many and the aspects ofFCC are
highly valued, full implementation has not yet been achieved.
The results ofthis study found that on the whole primary caregivers perceive
approximately the same degree of implementation of FCC as do EI OTs. Though the two
groups' perceptions regarding specific areas ofFCC showed discrepancies, these
discrepancies were relatively small and all areas were deemed as being implemented in
the range ofgood to excellent. The same thing was found in regards to the value ratings
ofFCC areas. Both primary caregivers and El OTs indicated the areas ofFCC to be
imponant to very important, and as in the implementation ratings, there were some minor
differences in the actual mean ratings in the group of caregivers Yersus the OTs.
Overall primary caregivers and EI OTs seem to have similar perceptions
regarding FCC implementation and importance and were able to identi$ numerous
factors that impede FCC lrom being fully implemented.
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APPENDIXA
RECRUITMENT STATEMENT _ PRIMARY CAREGIVERS
Occupational Therapy Service Provision in Early Intervention
January 3 l, 2000
To The Families of Children Receiving EI Services:
I am an occupational therapy student at Ithaca College. As part ofmy degree
requirements, I am conducting a research project. I am interested in occupational therapy
for children and families receiving early intervention services. I am trying to gain an
understanding ofthe occupational therapy services provided to families in several area
counties. I am also trying to determine what aspects ofearly intervention services are
most important to families. However, I need the help of families who are currently
receiving EI services or who have received them in the past year. It is my hope that the
information obtained in this study may be used to improve early intervention services.
Your assistance in this study, which would take about 30 minutes, would be greatly
appreciated and any input you could provide invaluable. Please take the time to read the
enclosed informed consent form and consider participating in the study Ifyou think it is
something you would like to do. please retum your si$ned informed consent in the self-
addressed stamped envelopb proviUed as soon as posslble but postmarked no later than
Wednesday February t6, 2b00. Iflou have any queitions, comments, or concerns I
encourage you to contact ilE at (xxx) xxx-xxxx or by e-mailing me at
@ic3. ithaca.edu. Thank you very much for your time.
Sincerely,
Jennifer L. Yeamans
I
-l
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APPENDIX B
INFOR]\4ED CONSENT FORM 
-PRIMARY CAR.EGryERS
Occupational Therapy Service Provision In Early Inlervention
l. Purpose of lhe Study
This study is being conductcd in order to gain an underclanding of the occupational thempy services being
pror.ided to families involvcd rvith early inten€ntion programs,
2. B€n€fits of the Studr
Families may benefit from this study by gaining a better understanding of family-centercd care. Therapists
may bencfit because thc snrdy offen an opportunity to take a closer look at the way they provide services,
and may provide lhem with insight into their strengths and weaknesses. Proglams ihat brovide occrpational
tharapy services may gain inlohnation on what aspecls of s€rvice prwision are most important to families.
The study may help educational programs offer more effective training for occupational fterapy students.
3. What You Will Be Asked lo Do
If you agree to paflicipote in this stud,'. 
-r.'ou \vill mte how offen c€rtain components of early inlervention
are provided and horv impnrtant you feel they are. You uill also complete a questionnaire that will prwide
information aboul you and your family. You will be asked to retum these forms in a self-addressed stamped
en)elop€ that will be given to you. Participation will take approximately 30 minutes.
4. Risks
The risks of participating in the study are minimal. It is possible that parents or legal guardians may
experience ncgati\€ memories in the process of r$ding the question. It is also possible that you may feel
angl or resentful if 
-you are unhappr- $ilh the sen'ices l-ou haYe receivcd. Negatire feelings could possibly
imprct 1'our rblalionship with your service providers.
5. If You Would Like Morc Information about the Study
Any questions or concems regardinB lhc studv may be direcled lo Jennifer Yeamans, Occupational Thoapy
Student b-v lelephone (xrr) sx-xsir or by e-mail @ic3.ithaca.edu.
6. Wilhdrarval from the Stud]-
You ma\' $ithdra$ from the stud.\'at an)'lime. and may choose not to respond to any item that )'ou feel
uncomfortable uith.,although 1'ou are encouraged to respond to as many iiems as poisible.
7. Bow thc Data n lll bc Mainlained in Confidence
Your identit-v rl ill be protebtcd through dib assignment of a codc numbcr to edch paaicipant: only code
numbcrs u ill be used in ihalrzing drta. Yodi name l ill appear only on tfi,e lrllbffhed consent forms.
houcver. rhcsc Nill be kepl in a ldc[cd qrbinet acccssible onll,to the prinviiy ir{r'estigator and will not be
associated $ ith vour rcspdnsc! in llll rva1 .
AII identi['ing matcrials will be deilroyed at the completion of the study.
I have read lhe above and I undcrstlnd its conlents. I agree lo participale lil tlie stuq.
Please chcck the corect linc:
- 
I ackosledge that I am l8 yeals b[ age or older.
_ 
I acknowledge that I am under l8 years of age.
Print Name
Signaturc Date
Addess
Telephone:
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APPENDIX C
CO\.ER LETTER AND INSTRUCTIONS _ PRIMARY CAREGIVERS
Occupational Therapy Service Provision In Early Intervention
February 20, 2000
Dear parent or guardian,
Thank you for retuming your informed consent so promptly and agreeing to participate in
my study. Your participation is greatly appreciated. Enclosed in this packet is each ofthe
following:
I Family-Centered Program Rating Scale (FCPRS): Please read the instructions
on the inside cover before completing the form. Also, you may notice that the heading
ofone section was blacked out and replaced with the heading Occupational Therapist
(OT). Please complete this section in relation to your current OT or to the OT who
most recently provided your family with early intervention services (birth to 3 years
ofage). Please do the same for the additional two open-ended questions in which OT
was written in.
I multiple-choice questionnaire gathering general information about your family:
Please read each question carefully. Although most questions are multiple choice
some use a different format.
Ifyou have any questions or concems while completing these forms please feel free to
contact me by phone at (ro<x) xxx-xxxx or by e-mail at @ic3 . ithaca. edu. At no point
should participation in this study make you feel uncomfortable. Although you are
encouraged to respond to as many items as possible, it is your decision whether or not to
omit specific answers. AIso, you may choose to withdraw from the study at any time.
Please return the completed forms in the provided envelope as soon as possible but
postmarked no later than March 8, 2000. Thank you again lor your time and cooperation!
Sincerely,
Jennifer L. Yeamans
-_i'-- 
- 
-
Intervals ofAges of Children
19-24 months
25-30 months
3l-36 months
over 36 months
Child Live At Eome
Yes
Relationship To Child
Mother
Other
Nature 0f The Child's Disability
Severity Of Your Child's Disability
Mild
Mild-Moderate
Moderate
Severe
Profound
INDEPENDENT GROUPS
G=zo)
MATCHED PAIRS
(4= 12)
Percent Frequency Percent
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t-- APPENDIXD
DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION _ PRIMARY CAREGIVERS
Occupational Therapy Senlice Provision In Early Intervention
Frequency
6
3
9
8
24
24
2
23.1
115
346
30.8
100 0
92.3
77
00
0.0
77
38
6l .5
7.7
3.8
3.8
77
7.7
77
19.2
19.2
23.1
115
19.2
654
3 8.5
11 100.0
4
I
3
4
t1
1
0
0
1
1
8
0
t
1
I
I
2
4
4
3
2
2
4
7
6
333
83
250
33.3
I
Autism 0
Cancer 0
Cerebral Palsy 2
Chronic Illness I
Developmental Delay 16
Down Synilrome 2
Emotional Disability I
Epilepsy I
Hearing Impairment 2
Learning Disability 2
Mental Retardation 2
Multiple Disabilities 5
Physical Disability 5
Prematurity 6
Technology Supported (Medical) 2
Unknown I
Vision Impairment 5
Speech and Language Delay 17
Other 10
1l
I
8
J
I
45.8 4
42 I
33.3 3
12.5 3
4.2 1
91 7
8.3
0.0
0.0
8.3
83
66.7
00
8.3
8.3
83
83
167
JJ,J
JJ.J
25.0
16.7
167
JJ,J
5 8.3
500
JJ,J
83
25.0
250
83
IJ
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INDEPENDENT GROUPS MATCHED PAIRS(g=26) (q= 12)
Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
Type Of Community In Which You Live
Suburban Community
Small City
Small City 
- 
Small Town
Small Town
Rural Community
Current Marital Status
Married
Separated
Single
Cornrnitted
Highest Level Of Education Completed
High School Graduate
Partial College
Standard College/University
Graduate
Graduate Professional Training
(Graduate Degree)
Highest Level Of Education 
- 
Other Parent
Partial High School
(10ft or I I'h grade)
High School Graduate
Partial College
VocationaUTechnical School
Standard CollegeflJniversity
Graduate
Graduate Professional Training
(Graduate Degree)
Parent Age Now
20-29 years
30-39 years
40-49 years
50-59 years
Racial Or Ethnic IdentificationCaucasian 25
Family's Average Yea rly Income
Less than 15,000 2t5,00r-25,000 225,001-35,000 235,001-50,000 650,00r-75,000 675,001-100,000 2
100,001 or more 2
I
7
I
I
7
I
3
0
2
6
4.2
29.2
4.2
33.3
29.2
8.3
25.0
0.0
16.7
s0.0
83.3
8.3
8.3
0.0
0.0
25.0
41.7
33.3
0.0
0.0
3 3.3
8.3
25.0
33.3
25.0
58.3
8.3
8.3
100.0
t 0.0
0.0
10.0
50.0
30.0
0.0
0.0
20 80.0
2 8.0
2 8.0
I 4.0
2 8.0
4 16.0
l0 40.0
9 36.0
I 4.0
7 28.0
I 4.0
7 28.0
8 32.0
t0
1
I
0
4.0
0
3
5
0
4
1
J
3
7
I
1
3
19
3
1
I 1.5
73.1
11.5
3.8
100.0
9.1
9.t
9.1
27.3
zl-)
9.1
9.1
l2
1
0
I
5
3
0
0
I
il-- - --'
I
I
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INDEPENDENT GROUPS MATCHED PAIRS
(n = 26) (!= 12)
Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
How Long Has Your Child Been Receiving EI Se:rvices
Other Services Provided To Your Child Through The Early Intervention Program
Physical Therapy l5
Under 6 Months
6- 12 Months
l3-18 Months
l9-24 Months
3 1-36 Months
Speech and Language Therapy l8
Special Education
Other
41.7
25.0
8.3
16.7
8.3
5'7.7 6 50.0
69.2 I 66.7
30.8 4 !3.3
7.7 I 8.3
5
8
5
4
4
8
2
0
0
19.2 5
30.8 3
19.2 I
t5.4 2
15.4 I
65.4 7
15.4 2
19.2 3
75.0 9 90 0
20.8 1 10.04.2 0 0.0
Number of Children In Your Family Who Are Currently Or Have In The Past
Received Special Needs Services
One Child
Two Children
Three Children
How Satisfied Are You With The Services Provided By Your EI Program
l8
5
1
8
l8
t7
Not At All Satisfied
Somewhat Satisfied
Satisfied
Very Satisfied
Date Of The Last EI OT Session
Less Than 1 Month Ago
0.0 0 0.0
0.0 0 0.0
30.8 4 33.3
69.2 8 66.7
I -2 Months Ago 4
5-7 Months Ago 5
IIow Long Has Child Been Receiving EI OT Services
Under 3 Months
3-5 Months
6- 12 Months
13- 18 Months 3
19-24 Months 5
25-30 Months I
How Often Does Your Child Receive EI OT Services
Once A Week t4
Twice A Month 1
Monthly IOther 9
How Long Is/Was Each Therapy Session
30 Minutes
60 Minutes
Other
58.3
16.7
25.0
2
4
1t
7.7 2 16.7ls.4 3 2s.0
42.3 4 13.3
r 1.5 l 8.3
19.2 2 16.7
3.8 0 0.0
I
I
I
56.0
4.0
4.0
36.0
5 41.7
0 0.0
I 8.3
6 50.0
9
l3
4
34.6 3
50.0 8
15.4 I
25.0
66.7
8.3
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INDEPENDENTGROUPS MATCHEDPAIRS(i=26) G= 12)
Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
How Satisfied Are You With Your Child's Most Recent EI OT
I
I
I
Not At AII Satisfied
Somewhat Satisfied
Satlstled
' Very Sdtis-fied,
I 3.E) 71
8 30.8
15
I
0
3
857.7
8.3
00
250
66.7
I
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APPENDIX E
COYER LETTER AND INSTRUCTIONS 
- 
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPISTS
Occupational Therapy Service Provision In Early Intervention
February 15,2000
Dear EI OT,
Thank you so much for agreeing to help me complete my study. I really
appreciate your being so willing to participate. I've enclosed everything you will need
and though most olit is self-explanatory, I felt it best to provide you with some
instructions.
o First you should read and then sign and date the informed consent form, which must
be returned in order for me to include your feedback as part of my study.
. Then complete the rating scale according to the instructions found at the beginning of
the scale. You may notice that I crossed out some parts of the scale and replaced them
with other words. This was to make the scale more specific to OT. Also I realize that
your answers would likely vary depending on different families, so just do your best
to choose the answer you think works most comprehensively.
o Lastly, answer the attached questions as indicated.
Upon completion please fold your signed informed consent and responses and retum
them in the self-addressed stamped envelope that was provided. Please return them
postmarked no later tiran Saturday February 26,2OO0. Once again thank you very much.
Please do not hesitate to call me at (xxx) xxx-xxxx ifyou have any questions or concerns.
Sincerely,
Jennifer L. Yeamans
J1
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APPENDIXF
INTORMED CONSENT FORM 
-OCCUPATIONAL TIIERAPISTS
. 
Occupational Therapy Service Provision In Early Intervention
1. Purpose of the Study
This study is being conducted in order to garn an understanding ofthe occupational therapy
services being provided to families involved with early intervention programs.
2. Benefits ofthe Study
Families may benefit from tlis study by gaining a beuer turderstanding of family-centered care.
Therapists may benefit because tlre study offers an opportunity to take a closer look at the way
they provide services, and may provide them with insight into their strengths and weaknesses.
Programs that provide occupational therapy services may gain information on what aspects of
service provision are most important to families. The study may help educational programs offer
more effective training for occupational therapy students.
3. \ hat You Will Be Asked to Do
Ifyou agree to participate in this study, you will rate how often certain components of early
intervention are provided and how important you feel they are. You will also complete a
questionnaire that will provide information about your experience as a therapist. You will be
asked to retum these forms in a self-addressed stamped envelope that wrll be given to you.
Participation will take approximately 30 minmes.
4. Risks
The nsks ofparticipatrng in the study are minimal. It is possible that you may feel disappointed or
distressed if you are unhappy with the services you are able to provide.
5. If You Would Like More Information about the Study
Any questions or concems regarding the study may be directed to Jennifer Yeamans,
Occupational Therapy Student by telephone (xxx) xxx-xxxx or by e-mail @ic3.itlaca.edu.
6. Withdrawal from the Study
You may withdraw from the study at any time, and may choose not to respond to any item that
you feel uncomfortable with, although you are encouraged to respond to as many items as
possible.
7. How the Data will be Maintained in Confidence
Your identity will be protected througlr the assignment ofa code number to each participant: only
code numbers will be used in analyzing data. Your name will appear only on the informed
consent forms, however, these wrll be kept in a locked cabrnet accessible only to the pnmary
rnvestigator and will not be associated with your responses in any way.
All identifoing materials will be destroyed at the completion of fte study.
I have read the above and I understand its contents. I agree to participate in tlre study.
Print Name
Signature
Date
I
I
I
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APPENDIX G
DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION 
- 
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPISTS
Occupational Therapy Service Provision In Early Intervention
INDEPENDENTGROUPS MATCHEDPAIRS
Eow Long Have You Worked In
Pediatrics t4lhtr - lb Years Of Age)
Less than 5 Years 2
Less Than l0 Years 5
Less Than 20 Years 8
Less Than 30 Years 1
G=16)
Frequency Percent
(!: e)
Frequency Percent
0 0o
I3 33.3
6 667
0 0.0
11.1
s56
JJ J
0.0
667
JJ J
12.5
313
500
6.3
How Long Have You Worked In
Early Int\tvention (Birth to 3)
LeCs Tlian 5 Years
Less Tllhn l0 Years
Less Than 20 Years
What Is tH. ryrtr.u Of Your Program
cUliter-Hased
HoitrE- ased
Both Center- and Home-Based
1
5
J
0
6
J
5
7
4
I
9
6
313
438
25.0
6.3
56.3
37.5
I
I
_tI
l
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Family-Centered
Program
Rating Scale
O Bcach C€oter oo Fr-oilies eDd Dssbility
The Uoivcrsiry of K!trsas, l99l
I
I
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FamilTcentered Qare o:
P MSIIVI
I
POKGE SIIVI
POKGE NISIIVI
There are lots of different ways programs cao serve families of young children wirh special
needs. Which ways are important to you? How well do you think this progra.m is doing? Your
response to tlese questions will help us evaluate this pogram and plan impmvements.
Directions: Each statement on this rating scale finishes a sentence which bcgins with the
words at the top of the section. For example, staterEnts in the fiIst section begin with:
IN THIS PROGRAII{...
All of tle statements in the first section finish this sertenca. There are four sections; each section
has a different beginning- Read each statemeot and mark it two times:
ixtrT*.{'**,fl's = Exce.[tfo tj_vi 
_+rr-rd rq_- '+rnt ( ! 4rlr*rpkedq
Stnrt Here
l. meetings with my family are scheduled when md
where they are most convenient for us.
2. the information staff members give my family helps
us make decisions about our child
3. someone on the staff cir help my family ga
services from other agencies.
4. services can change quickly when my family'sor
child's needs change.
Fnmily-Centerdt Program Ratln"g Sciild* -'
I
I
I
I
I
]I
I
I
.l
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'IN TIIIS PROGRAM.: .
5. services are planned with my family's transponation
and scheduling needs in mind.
6. someone on the stalf c:n help nry family
communicate with aII the other professionals serving
us and our child.
7. the program administrator mal(es nry fanrily feel
comfortable when we have questions or complaints.
8. the IEP, or IFSP (bdividualized Farnily S€rvice
Plan), is used as a 'plan of action."
9. tlrere is a comfortable way to work out
disagreements between families and staff
members.
B..:,TEEPROGRA]I{...
10. helps my family when we wart information ahut
jobs, money, counseling, housing, or other basic
family needs.
I l. gives the other children in my family support and
information about their brother's or sister's
disability.
12. gives us information on how to meet other families
of children.with similar needs.
13. offers special times for fathers to talk witl other
tathers and with the staff.
14. offers information in a variety of ways (written,
videotape, cassette lape, workshop, etc.).
I5. helps my family expect good t}ings in the future for
ours€lves and our children.
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How *ell does your
prograo do this?
P = Poor
OK = Okay
c = Good
E = &cellent
How imfrortent is
this [o you?
Nl = Nu loponant
SI = Sooewbat
[rpodatrr
I = Iopo(hut
Vl = Vqv lrn
POKCE MSIIVI
POKGE MSIIVI
P
POKGE
MSIIVI
POKGE MSIIVI
NISIIVI
MSIIVI
POKG E MSIIVI
POKGE I
OKGE SIIVI
NISIIVI
I
P E
E
*ilate rcspcnd lc lhe frlloor,n4,funs rh 17/6Aen lo //te masl re/?..?T
0T wt,o'ptd/;&/ g\vl fun,/1 t ,;lt" err/1 nkrtr,tlron )(t'/;1?5(htiA -3 !P6'tt '1,9e)
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16. are available to go to doctors or other service
providers with my family to help ask questions, sort
out information, and decide on services.
l?. help my fainily leam how to teach our child spocial
skills.
18. give information to help my family explain our
child's needs to friends and other family members'
19. help my family plan for the future.
20. don't ask my family about personal matters unless it
is necessary.
21. respect whatever level of involvement my family
chooses in making decisions.
22. don'l rush my family o make changes.
23. help my family feel we can make a positive
difference in our child's life.
24. give my family time to talk about our erperiences
and things that are important to us.
25. are honest s,ith my family.
26. creatt ways for my family to be involved in making
decisions about services.
27. give my family clear and complete information
about our child's disabilitY.
28. tell my family what they have leamed right after our
child's evaluation.
29. don't act rushed or in a hurry when fiey meet with
me a my family.
How well do€r your
pqram do this?
P = Poor
oK = Okay
G = Good
E = Ercellebi: I
POKGE NISIIVI
SIIVI
M
POKG MSIIVI
NISIIVI
POK
POKGE MSIIVI
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Hou/ irrf,ofl.nt is
this to you?
M = Not lEpot-rr-ol
SI = Sooewhat
lE porta-ot
I = hportsot
NI
SIIVI
IIVI
IV
OK
EP M
G
P
EP
NI
EP
OK
.t
.t
T
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How .4,ell d(xs your
program do this?
P = Poor
OK = Okay
C = Cood
E = &celleol
POKGE
POKG E
POKG E
POKG
POKG E
How lmporteDl is
l}ris lo yort?
|O = No{ I oportalt
SI = Sornewhat
lEpofleot
I = Lnporult
M SIIVI
N]SIIVI
MSIIVI
M SIIVI
N] SIIVI
POKGE MSIIVI
POKGE N]SIIVI
POKGE MSIIVI
IIVI
tlvl
POKG MSIIVI
POKGE NISIIVI
POKGE NISIIVI
POKGE NISIIVI
0 c t,tpofi ona I TheraTisl.
30. don't ask my family to repeal information thal is
already on file.
31. don't try to teu my family what we need or don't need
32. help my family feel more confident about working
with professiona.ls.
33. give clear and complete information about families'
rights.
34. give my family clear and complete inforrnation
about available services.
35. help my family feel more comforlable when asking
for help and support fiom friends and other family
rTEmbers
36. regularly ask my farnily about how well the program
is doing and what changes we might lile to see.
37. offer to visit my family in our home.
38. offer ideas on how my family can have fun with our
children.
39. reat my hmily as the true erperls on our child when
planning and providing services.
40. give my family clear and complete explanations
about our child.
41. help nry farrily learn how we can help our children
feel good about themselves.
42. don't overwhelm us with too much information.
43. get to know my family and let us get to know them.
44. help my family use problem-solving skills for
making decisions about ourselves and our children.
NI
EP
E
I
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POKGE MSIIVI
POI(GE MSIIVI
POKGE MSIIVI
POKGE NISIIVI
llow we,l does your
program do this?
P = Pocr
OK = Okay
C = Good
E = kcelleot
POKGE
How imp<rtaot is
lhrs to you?
M = Not lEportaDt
Sl = 9***,
I0pqts.ol
I = lnponeot
49.
50. help my family feel more confident that we are
exP€rts on or children.
enjoy working with my family and child.
help my family !o have a normal life.
explain how inforrnation about my family wiX be used
give my family information about how children
usually glow and develoP.
POKG NISIIVI
PCKG NISIIVI
POKG MSIIVI
MSIIvI
POI(GE MSIIVI
POK NISIIVI
rvl
51.
<,
53.
54.
I]
I
I
5?. is included in all meetings about us and our child.
58. receives complete copies of all repons about us and
our child.
59. is an important part of the team when our IEP, or
IFSP (lndividualized Family Service Plan), is
developed, rwiewed, or charged.
E
POI(GE NISIIVI
M SIIVI
Oc.upalicrral ffurafii '
45. give information that helps my fanuly wrth our
children's everyday needs (feeding, clothing,
playing, health care, safety, friendship, etc.).
46. help my family see what we are doing well.
47. respect differences amon8 children, famities, and
families' waYs of life'
48. ask my family's opinions and include us in the
process of evaluating our child.
are fiiendly and easy to lalk to.
55. help my fanily see the good things we are doing to
meet our child's needs.
56. consider my family's suengths and needs when
planning ways to meet our child's needs.
E
GP
VI
II
I:
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COMMDNTS
OT are
whatthingsaboUtyourchild'sEespecialIyhelpfulandwelcomingtoyourfami-[y?
OT
What are ways in which your child'slijcould be more helpful and welcoming to your family?
I
I
t
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c2 Beach Center onFamilies and Disability
The University of Kansas
lns{itute for Life Span Studies
31 11 Haworth Hall
Lawrence, Kansas 66045
CeDirectors: Ann P. Tumbull
and H. Rutherford Tumbull, lll
(913) 864-7600
(913) 864-532s FAx
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+KANSAS (9.2 F#:,i":"ffHil,
@ Bescb Ceoter cn Farnilies atrd Dsability
The Uoivesity of Kansos, l99l
Family-Centered
Program
Rating Scale
II
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MSII
Start Here
__-____--:
l. meetings with families are scheduled when ard
where they are most convenient for them'
2. dre information staff members give families helps
them make decisions about their chil&en'
3. sonteone on the staff can help families get services
from other agencies.
4. services can change quickty when farnilies' or
children's needs change.
P
NISIIVI
P Nlsltvt
Faiirily-Cente red Program Ra(lng Scale
Providers'Scale
There are lots of different ways progr-ams can serve families of young children with special
needs. Whict *ays are important to you: Uo* well do you tlrink this program is doing? 
Your
,Jpo"r",o,lt"t" questions wilt hetp us evaluate tlris program and plan improvemens'
Dilections: Each statement on this rating scale [rnishes a sentenc€ which begins with the
*ords at the top of the section. For example, staemens in fie ft$t section begin with:
IN TIIIS PROGRATVI.. .
Atl of fte statemenE in the frst section Frnish this sentence. There ale four sections; each 
section
has a different beginning' Read each statement and mark it two times:
GP
GP
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I lo\,v lrell docs your
program do dus?
P = Poor
OK = Okay
C = Good
E = hcelleot
'I
J
5. services are planned wifi families' bansponation
and scheduling needs in mind.
6. someone on tle saff can help families comnrunicate
with all the other professionals serving them and
their children.
7. the prognm administrator makes families feel
comfortable when they have questions or
complaints.
8. tie IEP, or IFSP (lndividualizrd Family Service
Plan), is used as a "plan of action..
9. ftere is a comfortable way to work out
disagreements between families and staff
members.
10. helps families when they want information about
jobs, money, counseling, housing,,or other basic
family needs.
I l. gives otho children in families support,and
information about their brother's or sister's
disabifity.
12. gives them information on how to meet olJler
families of children with similar needs.
13. offers special times for fathers to talk witlr other
fathers and with the staff.
14. offers information in a variety of ways (written,
videotape, cassette tape, workshop, etc.).
15. helps families expect good things in the [urure for
themselves and their children.
POKGE NISIIVI
POKGE MSIIVI
POKGE SII
G SIIVI
POK IVI
POKGE
E
t
1
tI
tvl
POKGE NISIIVI
Ilow inrfronen( is
tlris to you?
)O 
= Nor lmporrant
SI = SoEewbat
Laportaqt
I = Lmportant
NI VI
fI1{ACA COLLEGE LIBRAF'
IPagc 3
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How u€ll docs Your
prograo do lhis?
P = Pocr
OK = Okry
G = Good.
E = Excelliirt
Ho\,,/ iq)orrrnt i6
this to you?
M = Ncr lopcrtsnt
Sl = SoEe\ttat
l,opottrot,- 
"
'r 
= 
hpod!trt '
Vl 
= 
Very Imi
I
I
19.
20.
2t.
1)
21.
mr-sTfi-l
lM-Tr- I u I
lNIr-TIr-l-Tl
25.
'zs.
NISIIVI
Ntsltvt
POKGE I
P
C(GE ffi-s l-l[
P I
poxcr,
16. ue available to go to doctors or other service
oroviders with fimilies to help ask questions' sort
out information, and decide on services'
17. help families leam how to teach their children
special skills.
18. eive information n help families explain their''' IniGn'. n."0. to friends and other family members'
help families Plan for the futwe'
don't ask families about personal rnatters unless it is
rECessary.
resp€ct whatever level of involvement families
cboose in nuking decisions'
doo't rush families o mate changes
help families feel they can mate a positive
difference in their children's lives'
24. give families time to latk about their experiences
and things that are important to then
are honest with families"
crearc ways for families to be involved in making
decisions about services.
27. give families clear and complere information about
their childrcn's disabilitY'
28. tell families what tlrey have learned right after thcir
children's evaluation'
29. don't act ruslted or in a hurry when they meet with
families.
EP
E
EP
EP
EP
r1!
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Ilow \,vell des you,
program do this?
P = Poor
OK - Okay
G = Good
E = &cellt6t '
How impoard is
this to yoo?
M = Nol lEponatrt,
SI = Som'*{ut. -
r lEportAtrl t-*
l, = llriPrtslt
Vl 
= 
Vcrv lti
10. don't ask families lo repe2t information that is
already on file.
don't try to tetl farnilies what *ley n."6 ot 66n'1 need
help families feet more confident about working
with professionals.
give clear and complete infonnation about families'
rights.
give families clear and complete inforrnadon aboul
available services.
35. help families feel more comforlable when asking for
help and support fiom friends and other family
rnembers
36. reBul ly ask famil.ies about how well tre program is
doing and what changes they might like to see'
37. offer !o visit families in their home'
38. offer ideas on how families can have fun with their
childrert.
39. treat families as the true expcfls on their childrcn
when planning and providing sewices'
40. givc families clear and complete exPtanations about
their children.
41. help families leam how they can help their children
feel good about themselves'
42. don't overwhelm them with (oo much informa[on'
43. get to know families afld let them Bet to know them'
44. hclo families use problem-solving sLills for making
dec'isions about themselves and their children'
MSttvt
POKG NISII
POKGE IVI
IVI
POKGE MSIIVI
POKG IVI
FOKGE
POK I
PoxcE,
poxce
POKGE
porce,
31.
1,)
33.
34.
Jfr-Ti-i-Til
tm-s1 m-]
rffi--SI-]-Y.l
m-3r 1-v-r1
I
I
GP
EP
IM
P INI
P
r...
tlll
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i..tr r...
45. give information that helps families 
'yith their
children's everyday needs (feeding, clo*ling,
playing, health carc, safety, friendship, etc.).
46. help famities see what they are doing weU.
47. respect differences among children, families, and
families' ways of life.
48. ask families' opidons and include them in the
process of evaluating their children.
49. are friendly and easy !o ratk 16.
50. help families feel more confrdent that they are
experts on their ch.ildrea.
5 l. enjoy working with families and children-
52. help families to have normal lives.
53. exphin [6s7 inl'orllr6on about families will be used_
54. give fa.milies information about hbw chitdren
u5r'atty grow'and develop.
55. htlp fariilies see the good tiings they are dohg ro
meet tleir children,s needs. 
_
56. consider families' strengths and needs when
plaming ways to meet their children's needs.
57. are includ&l in all meetings on them and their childen.
58. receive complete copies of a.ll reports on them and
. 
their children.
59. are ar importani part of the team when their IEp, or
IFSP (lndividualized Family Servic€ plan), is
developcd, reviewed, or charged.
MSIIVI
,i
I
I i
!
t P I
POKGE SIIVI
POKGE MSIIVI
OK E
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tlow 
'r,ell does yourprogram do Gis?
P = Poor
OK = Okry
o =k.
E = Exc;Ueot ,
POKGE
POKGE MSIIVI
IVI
POKGE MSIIVI
OKGE
POK MSIIvI
MSIIVI
IVI
Ilow important is
(his lo you?
M = No( Inportrr(
Sl = Sooewtat
' 
. Iniirortrat
I 
-= 
Impb<tert,
u=V
P E
G
P E
P E M
P E M
:
i
'I
tM sr-T-ul
Family-centered Care 7'l
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CON{I\TT'NTS
are
what things about you;jl! especially helptul and welcoming to lamihes?
What are ways
$ou
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c+2 Beach Center onFamilies and Disability
The University of Kansas
lnstitute for Lif e Span Studies
311'l Ha\,yorth Hall
Lawrence, Kansas 66045
Co-Directors: Ann P. Tumbull
and H. Rutherford Turnbull, lll
(813) 864-7600
(913) 864.s323 FAX
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APPENDIX J
ITEMS COMPRISING EACH SUBSCALE OF SECTION C OF THE FCPRS
Occupational Therapy Service Provision In Early Intervention
Subscale I = Availability
- are available to go to doctors or other service providers with my family to help ask questions,
sort out information, and decide on senrces (16)
- offer to visit my famity in our home (37)
Subscale 2 = Communication/
Interpersonal Skills
- give my family time to talk about our experiences and things that are importart
to us (24)
- don't act rushed or in a hurry when they meet with me or my family (29)
- regularly ask my family about how well the program is dorng and what changes we
might like to see (36)
- don't overwhelm us with too much rnformation (42)
- get to know my family and la us get to know them (43)
- are friendly and easy to talk to (49)
- enjoy working with my family and child (51)
Subscale 3 = Provides Information
- give rnformation to help my family explarn our child's needs to friends and other family
members (18)
- give my family clear and complete information about our child's disability (27)
- tell my family what they have leamed right after our chrld's evaluation (28)
- give clear and complete information about families' rights (33)
- give my family clear and complete information about available services (34)
- give my family clear and complete explanations about our child (40)
- give iiformation that helps my family with our children's everyday needs (feeding,
clothing, playing, health care, safety, friendship, etc.) (45)
- give my family information about how children usually grow and develop (54)
Subscale 4 = Helps My Family
- help my family plan for the future (19)
- help my family use problem-solving skills for making decisions about ourselves and our
children (44)
- help my family see what we are doing well (46)
- help my family to have a normal life (52)
- help my famity see the good rhings we are doing to meet our child's needs (55)
Subscale 5 = Respects My Family
- don't ask my family about personal matters unless it is necessary (20)
- respect whatever level of involvement my family chooses in making decisions (21)
- don't rush my family to make changes (22)
- are honest with my family (25)
- don't ask my family to repeat information that is already on file (30)
- don't try to tell my family what we need or don't need (31)
- respect differences among children, famities, and families' ways of life (47)
- ask my famrly's opinions and mclude us in the process ofevaluatrng our child (48)
- explain how information about my family will be used (53)
- consider my family's strengths and needs when planning ways to meet our child's needs
(s6)
Fami lv-centered Care 8o
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Subscale 6 = Technical Skills
- help my family leam how to teach our child special skills (17)
- offer ideas on how my famrly can have fun witl our children (38)
- help my family leam how we can help our children feel good about themselves (41)
Subscale 7 = Empowers My Family
-help my family feel we can make a positive difference in our child's life (23)
- create ways for my family to be involved in making decisions about services (26)
- help my family feel more confident about working with professionals (32)
- help my family feel more comfortable when asking for help and support from friends
and other family members (35)
- treat my family as the true experts on our child when planning and providrng services
(3e)
- help my famity feel more confident that we are experts on our children (50)
Family-centered Care El
APPENDIXK
DEMOGRAPHICS QUESTIONNAIRE - PRIMARY CAREGTVERS
Occupational Therapy Service Provision In Early Intervention
Please circle lhe best ayailable answer (unless otherwise indicated). Only answer lhe questions you feel
comfortable responding to though you are urged to ansuer as many as possible.
l. Horv old is your child ]yith special needs?
A. less than 6 months
B. 6-12months
C. 13 - 18 months
D, l9 - 24 monlhs
E. 25 - 30 months
F. 31 
- 
36 months
G. other (please spec,!) 
_2. Does llat child live in your home?
A. yes
B. no
3. What is your relalionship to thal child?
A. mother
B. father
C. other (plcase specify)
,1. What is the nature of your child's disability? (Circle ALL $at apply)
A. Autism
B. cancer
C. cerebral palsl
D. chonic illness
E. developmcntal delav
F. down q'ndrome
G. emotionaldisability
H. epilepsy
_ 
I. hearing impairment
J. learning disabihty
K. mental rchr&tioh
L: , multiplc disabilities
M. phlsical disabilir,Y
N.-' prematurig,
O. technologr supported (medical)
P. unlsrown
Q vision imprirment
R. speech and language delay
S. other (plcasc speciS)
5. Horv *'ould you describe the se'r'erity of your child's di$bilitv?
A. mild
B. moderate
C. sdvere
D. profound
6. Which of the following best describes the t,?e of communit-v in which you live?
A. large city
B. suburban communitv
C. small ci$'
D. small town
E rural communitv
l
tI
I
7.
Family-centeredCare E2
Which oflhe following best describes your curenl marital status?
A. married
B. widowed
C. divorced
D. separated
E. single
F. commined
G. other 
_
What is the highesl lwel ofeducation you have completed?
A lcss rhan / grade
B. junior high schot (9b grade)
C. partial high schml (106 or I 16 grade)
D. high schml graduate
E. partial college (at lmst one year)
F. vocationavtechnicalschool
G. standard collegduniversity graduate
H. graduate professional raining (graduate degee)
Wlat is tbc hjghest lerel of education your ch.ild's other parent bas complet€d?
A lcss thrn f gmde
B. junior hig[ school (96 gade)
C. prtial high scbol (106 or I 16 grade)
D. high school graduate
E. partial college (at least one year)
F. vocalionaUtechnicalschool
G. standardcollege/university graduate
H. gmduate professional training (graduate degree)
What is your age norv?
A. l9 
-yeaIs or ).oungerB. 20-29 years
C. 30-39 years
D.40-49years
E. 50-59 years
F. 60 years or older
Which bes describes your racial or ethnic identification?
A. American Indian
B. A.laskan Native
C. fuian or Pacific Islander
D. African American
E. Hispanic
F. White
G. Other (please spccifo)
What is your famity's average yearly income?
A. less than $15.000
B. $ 15,001 lo s25.000
C. $25,001 to $35,000
D. $35.001 to $50.000
E. $50,001 10 $75.000
F. $75.001 to $100,000
G. $10O,001 or more
9.
l0
ll.
12.
l
I
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13. How long has your child been recei\ing early inlen'ention senices?
A. Under 6 monlhs
B. 6- 12 months
C. 7- 12 months
D. 13 
- 
lE months
E. 19 
- 
2,1 months
F. 25 
- 
30 months
G. 3l 
- 
36 months
H. other (please specf]) 
_
14. Which of the following EI services is your child being provided with in his or her program? (cide
AIL that apply)
A. ccupatioMl therapy
B. physical therapy
C. speech and language therapy
D. special education
E. othe(s) (please srecf]) 
_
1 5 . Have you ever had lo involuntarily change your service provider in any of the
arcas in question #14? Y
If so, do you feel lhat these changes have affected your relationship $ith these Fofessionals and/or your
ch.ild's care? Y N Please feel free to make additional comments here:
16. Please list the names of the chil&en in 
-vour family by age, youngest to oldest.
next Io the name of any of these childrcn who have in the past or are curenl.ly
services.
Please check the line
rcceiung special needs
I
t:
I
'I
t
17. Overall, how satislied are you Mth the services provided by your EI program?
A, not at all satisfied
B. somewhat satisfied
C. satisfied
D. very satisfied
18. Please give your besl eslimate of the date of your child's lasl eady intervention (0-3 years of age)
session.
lease give your best eslimate of the date of your child's last early inten'ention (0-3 )€ars of age)
ocopational herapy session.
How long has your child been receiving early intenentio4 occupalioMl thenpry sen'ices? (Note: if
your child no longer receives OT trough the earty intervention prograrn please indicate how long he
or she did receive OT)
A Under 3 months
B. 3-5 months
C. 6-12 monlhs
D. l3-lE months
E. l9-24 months
F. 25-30 months
G. 3l-36 months
l9
20.
-==
N
-r
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21.-. How often does or'r[djsrr child receive earf inten'ention ocopational lheripy services?
.. A- ence a week
- 
i B, twice a mbnth
. 
e . rnon0ll
D. other (rlease speciry) 
_
22. Tlpically how long is or was each therapy session?
A. 30 minules
B. 60 minutes
C. 90 minutes
D. olher (please spccify) 
_
23. Overall, how satislied are you with lhe services provided bry your child's most rcccnt early inten€ntion
occupational therapist?
A. not at all satisfied
B. somewhat satisfied
C. satisfied
D. very satisfied
't
I
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APPENDIXL
DEMOGRAPHICS QUESTIONNAIRE _ OCCUPATIONAL THERAPISTS
Occupational Therapy Service Provision In Early Intervention
Piease circle the best available answer unless otherwise indicated. Remember that though
you are encouraged to answer all ofthe questions, you should only answer those that you
di6 comfortable answering.
L How long have you been working in pediatrics (birth through l8 years)?
A. less than one year
B. less than 5 years
C. less than 10 years
D. less than 20 years
E. less than 30 years
F. greater than 30 years
2. How long have you been working in early intervention (birth through 3 years)?
A. less than one year
B. less than 5 years
C. less than l0 years
D. less than 20 years
E. less than 30 years
F. greater than 30 years
What is your level of professional training?
A. Associate's degree
B. Bachelor's degree
C. Master's degree
D. Doctorate degree
What is the nature of your program (primarily)?
A. center-based
B. home-based
C. both center- and home-based
Have you had any practice or training that you feel has particularly enhanced your
abilities to practice family-centered care (FCC) as an early intervention provider?
Please list or describe below (may use back of sheet ifnecessary).
J
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APPENDIXM
FACTORS AFFECTING THE IMPLEMENTATION OF FCC QUESTIONNAIRE
Occupational Therapy Service Provision In Early Intervention
Factors* Affecting the Implementation of Family-centered Care (FCC)
+ The factors that both facililate and impede fie implementation of FCC may be inlernal (personal) or
extemal (outside the individual) in natue.
1. What are the factors that you feel facilitate the implementation of FCC?
2. What are the factors that you feel impede the implementation of FCC?
4
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APPENDIXN
HI]MAN SUBJECTS PROPOSAL
Occupational Therapy Service Provision In Early Intervention
l. General Information about the Study
a) No outside funding will be requested.
b) The study will be conducted at the most convenient place for the primary caregivers
and therapists participating in the study to fill out the rating scale. This will most likely
be in the homes ofthe caregivers and in the clinic.
c) The study will begin on January 5, 2000 and will be completed by March 20, 2000.
Data will be collected from January 5, 2000 to February 5, 2000. It will then be analyzed
from 2000 to March 20,2000.
2. Related Experience of the Researcher{s)
The primary investigator has completed a biostatistics course and a research seminar
course and is currently taking a research methods course. Additionally, the study's focus
is the services provided to families who have a child age birth to 3 years. The primary
investigator has completed much course work regarding providing services to infants and
children and has also successfully completed a twelve week long affiliation, which
provided much experience in service provision to children ages birth to tkee.
Dr. Dennis has completed and presented several studies involving young children with
special needs and their families. She has taught undergraduate and graduate rese.lrch
methods courses for 6 years and has worked with several students on graduate research
projects.
3. Benefits of the Study
Occupational therapy (OT) will benefit from the study due to the information it will
provide on the services being provided to children ages birth to tkee and their families,
which is an area that has not been well researched. This can in turn assist OTs in
increasing the effectiveness oftheir services and establishing better relationships with the
families they serve. The study will also provide the field ofOT with potential areas for
training and skills improvement to best serve the EI population.
The primary caregivers that participate in the study may benefit from it in that they will
gaini greaier understanding ofthe expectations they can rightfully foster regarding their
family's occupational therapist and ofwhat components ofservice they feel are most 
.
important. The occupational therapists who participate in the study may benefit from it
since the study affords them the opportunity to take a closer look at the many components
ofservice provision for children ages birth to three. This may provide them with insight
into their own strenghs and weaknesses, which may help them better the services they
provide. Additionaliy, the study may pave the way for families to discuss services with
iheir occupational therapist since it is likely to get the family and therapist thinking about
the services being provided,
The programs which provide services to children ages birth to tkee that participate in the
study may also benefit due to the feedback it will provide them regarding such things as
whai theii clients deem important, v/hat their OTs do well, and where the misperceptions
between parents and OTs lie, This will in turn help the programs better the services they
provide.
I
:
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4. Description of the Subjects
a) Thirty subjects and their occupational therapists will be tested.
b) The subjects ofthe study will be the primary caregivers ofchildren ages birth to three
who have been receiving services for at least 6 months. These caregivers will most likely
be one ofthe child's parents, but must be the individual who attends most ofthe child's
occupational therapy sessions. The individual must also be literate or have someone who
can read the rating scale to him or her.
The therapists who agree to be subjects in the study must be occupational therapists
whose primary practice is service provision to children ages birth to three.
5. Description of Subject Participation
The subjects participating in the study will complete the Family-Centered Program
Rating Scale, which measures how well programs have implemented various components
ofservice provision (see Appendix A). The subjects will be asked to complete two
columns regarding 70 different items. The items include statements such as staff
members give my family clear and complete information about available services, staff
members help my family see what we are doing well, and the program offers information
in a variety ofways. The first column asks respondents to circle poor, okay, good, or
excellent depending on how well they believe the program does with each item. The
second column asks respondents to circle not imPortant, somewhat important, important,
and very important depending on how important the item is to them. The subjects will
also be asked to complete a comments section which asks two questions and can be found
on page 7 ofthe assessment. They will also be asked to complete the section about the
family, which asks l3 demographic multiple choice questions.
For the purposes of this study the rating scale will be altered in a few ways When the
primarycaregivers complete it the section titled StaflMembers will be changed to MY
Child's Occupational Therapist. They will also be asked a few more questions, such as
how frequently their child sees the OT, how frequently their child is supposed to see the
OT, and how long their OT has been providing them with services. When the
occupational the;pists complete the rating scale the section headings will be changed to
In My Program, My Program, and l They will be asked to answer the comments section
in regards to their program and will not have to complete the demographic section ofthe
rating scale. They too will be asked a few more questions such as how long have they
been providing sirvices to children ages birth to tkee and what they think may be some
poteniial baniers to fully implementing some of the items. Lastly, each rating scale will
irave an attachment that listJeach OT in the program and provides each OT with a
random number. The subjects will be asked to write the corresponding number on the top
right corner of the first sheet oftheir rating scale.
pirticipation will take approximately 30 to 45 minutes. Upon completion of the rating
scale subjects will te asi<Ld to return it to their program director directly or through their
service coordinator or OT or to mail it in a self-addressed stamped envelope, which will
be provided. The method ofreturn will be chosen by the participant and indicated on the
informed consent form.
't '
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6. Ethi6al Issues - Description
a) The risks of participating in the study are minimal. However, there are a number
ofpotential psychological risks that should be considered. In filling out the rating scale it
is possible that the primary caregivers may become upset as they are continually asked to
consider the care they themselves and their child have received. Emotional memories
may surface in the process ofreading the questions. It is also possible that the subjects
may become angry or resentful ifthey feel displeased with the services they have
received. This is especially likely ifthey continually circle poor or okay in response to
the items presented. Occupational therapists that participate in the study may also become
upset while completing the rating scale, as they are required to think about the services
provided by their program and that they provide as individuals. This may cause them to
experience emotions such as disappointment, distress, or discomfort ifthey feel they have
done a poorjob ofproviding services. They may also feel aggravation or anger ifthey
feel they have experienced barriers to practicing the items they deem important. Another
risk that should be considered is the possible impact the feelings discussed above may
have on the therapist-client relationship. Any hurtful feelings that surface as a result of
the subjects' participation may negatively impact the relationship that currently exists
between the family and their service providers and possibly between the subjects and the
program they are involved with.
The risks faced by subjebts are not likely to result, as participation in the study is
voluntary, the subjects will be briefed as to the nature ofthe study, the subjects only have
to respond to the items they are comfortable responding to, and the subjects retain the
right to withdraw from the study at any time. However, the risks that do present
themselves are justified by the many potential benefits that may result lrom the study-
b) Informed Consent (see Appendices B and C)
7. Recruitment of Subjects
a) The subjects will be recruited from early intervention (EI) programs, which are
programs that
provide services (e.g. occupational therapy, special education, physical therapy) to
children ages birth to tkee who need them to develop to their fullest potential. Letters
will be sent to the EI program directors of Tompkins, Tioga, Cortland, Cayuga, Seneca,
Yates, Schuyler, Steuben, and Onondaga counties (see Appendix D). This letter will
inform the director about the study and request his assistance in carrying out the study. If
the director aglees to help out he will then be asked to provide the primary investigator
with the names and phone numbers ofthe occupational therapists in his program. The
primary investigator will then proceed to call each of the therapists at which time she will
identifo herself as an Ithaca College occupational therapy graduate student. She will then
provide each ofthe therapists with a briefsynopsis ofthe study (see abstract). Also at this
time, the therapists will be provided with the primary investigator's name and phone
number in case any questions or concerns arise. Ifthe therapist indicates an interest, he
will be asked to provide his mailing address so that an informed consent form may be
sent,'r./hich will further d6tail the study. Iia therapist agrees to pa(icipate, he will return
his informed consent form to his program director who will then provide him with the
rating scale. The progrim directors will also be asked to send a letter and an informed
consent form to potential primary caregiver subjects via the OTs, service coordinators, or
the mail, depending on which is easiest (see Appendices B and E). Any interested
I
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primary caregivers will be asked to return the informed consent form to the program
director, who will then get in touch with the primary investigator. The primary
investigator will then proceed to provide the director with the appropriate number of
rating scales, which will then be given to the subjects to complete. The scales will be
given to the caregivers via their program director, OT, or service coordinator depending
on which method is most convenient for those involved. They will be returned to the
program director in the same way. All informed consent forms and rating scales will be
retumed to the program director in the most convenient manner for those involved. It
could be done in-person, by mail, or via an individual such as service coordinators The
program director will then hold the scales in a locked file cabinet until the primary
investigator picks them up at the directors' office.
b) No inducement to participate will be provided.
E. Confi dentiality/Anonymity of Responses
Confidentiality will be protected in that no names or social security numbers will be
reported to the primary investigator. The program director will be an intermediary and the
only one who knows which numbers correspond to which therapist and the names ofthe
primary caregivers who participated in the study. However, since the last section ofthe
rating scale asks for demographic information the subjects will return the scales to the
program director in a sealed envelope. The director will then return the envelopes to the
primary investigator. After this time only the primary and secondary investigator, neither
of which will know who any of the participants are, will have the information available to
them. When not being used the scales will be stored in a locked file cabinet in the OT
department at Ithaca College.
9. Debriefrng
No debriefing will be provided after the study, as the investigator will not be in direct
contact with the subjects and no manipulation ofthe subjects is required. Each subject
will, however, have a copy ofthe informed consent sheet, which has a contact namd and
number ifquestions or issues arise.
10. Compensatory Follow-up
No compensatory follow-up will be provided as no serious negative outcomes are
expected to occur as a result ofparticipation in the study.
11, Summary of Required Appendices Attachments
A. Assessment: Family-Centered Program Rating Scale
B. Informed Consent Form 
- 
Primary caregivers
C. Informed Consent Form 
- 
Occupational Therapists
D. Subject Recruiting Statement 
- 
EI Program Directors
E. Subject Recruiting Statement 
- 
Primary Caregivers
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